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Introduc t i o n :

" ’M ud d li n g
ou tcome

through',

as pointed out long ago,

in the sense

that somehow one

implies a positive

'gets through',

but

mo de of dec ision making has an underlying assumption,
that

the mud

is not more

is ten feet deep,

than three feet deep.

this

namely

W he n the mud

clearly some other method for getting

through

is neces sar y."
Yehezkel Dror.

An Impact Study is a co mmunicative
purpose

information document.

Its

is to act as an objective aid in the decision mak i n g process.

To continue Dror's metaphor,

it is the aim of

this paper

to examine

the need and feasibility of using an Impact Study in situations
where

the m ud

'major'

is deeper than three feet i.e.

dev elopment applications.

incorporated

in such a study i.e.

interpre tat ion of impacts and
information users are implicit
planning per mi s s io n whe the r
extension.

in the hand li ng of

The processes which are
the identification, measurement,

their subsequent com mun ica ti on

in the handling of any a p p l icat ion for

it be for a pigeon loft or a dutch barn

However the hypothesis

is made

that for cert ain types

of major applicati ons an intensifi cat io n of effort
This

intensified effort

procedures

to

takes

is required.

the form of balanced rigorous as sessment

inherent in the Impact Study.

The need for such intensified procedures
Section 1.
ramifications

The growth

is examined

in environmental awareness and

this has for

the d eci sio n m aking process,

in

the
both as a

- 2 -

factor of delay and a demand for broader decision bases,
Va ri ous

foreign responses

that m ad e by

to this awareness are noted,

is discussed.

in particular

the Uni ted States.

In Se ction 2, Parts

1 and 2,

the question of need focuses on

the B rit ish sit uation w ith an e xamination of both the statutory
fr ame wo r k and

its w ork ing context.

tested by the

fo llowing

1.

Brit ish system bring

Does the
maker,

w h e t he r

State,

all

evaluated

Does the

two questions:

to the atte nti on of the decision

it be the local authority or the S ecretary of

the relevant factors

sufficiently described and

to enable a decision to be made for a specific project

or a choice

2.

The adequacy of the system is

to be made be tween alternatives?

system command public confidence?

The wo rk i ng s ituation is further h ig hli ght ed by a brief examination
of the han dli ng of oil
seventies.

related applications

in Scotland

in the early

Ten Impact Analyses are included as evidence of a

positive r e cogn it ion of need.

Se ction 2, Part 3, goes on to examine
this e sta blished degree of need.

the possible responses

These responses

range on a

po si ti ve- ne gat ive c onti nuu m demanding various degrees of radicalin cre mental-least change action.

Finally,

Se ction 3 considers

the feas ibi lit y of the use of

to

- 3 -

Impact Studies as a met hod
Their potential
procedural

towards

informed rational decision making.

implemen ta tio n is set in the context of envisaged

and a dmin ist ra tiv e problems.

The concept of Impact Studies has only recently gathered m o m e n tu m
in this country.

However,

and in this respect,
members of

I would

the P.A.D.C.

the literature on the subject is growing
like to extend m y special

Study Team, Mr.

Br ian Clark

thanks

to

(Project Director)

and Messrs.

P eter W athe rn and Ronald B issett

have proved

to be a constant source of information and inspiration

to m e .

I have been extremely privileged

P.A.D.C.

T e a m over

the past

(Research Fellows) who

to have worked wi t h

the

two summers and consequently some of

the

ideas wh i c h f o l low in this paper have been derived from their research
work.
however,

The responsi bil ity for
is my own.

the inte rp ret ati on of these ideas,

- 4 -

Section 1

The Growth and Responses

"The environment

issue was

to Environmental Awareness

like an iceberg.

for years but most of it was not visible.

It had be en there
There was a

tremendous body of public opinion until all of a sudden it was
just enormous.

Then a few things happened.

There was

Santa Barbara oil spill.

Some of the more

came out wi th publications

like the Pop ula ti o n Bomb.

literate individuals
You had

quite a bit of talk about pesticide problems and D.D.T.
fish and other wild
uptight about

in

All of a sudden people got very

the environment and

issue in 1970."

1.1.

life.

the

that is wh y it became a big

(California Journal,

November

1970,

p . 316)

Growth in Environmental Concern

Increased environmental

concern represents a cumulative

response to both the intensified

impact of m a n on the environment

and the dissati sfa ct ion of man's control on that impact.
origins can be attributed

to the convergence of various

The 6 0 ' s and 7 0' s saw an upsurge
ma nifest

itself in the media,

in environmental

education and

Its
factors.

interest which

the m u shr oom ing of

pressure groups.

There has been a general enlargement of the standard of living
idea beyond that governed purely by consumption.

If standard of

living is to include quality of living this demands a broader
decision base

than economics alone.

The

latter has been recognised

- 5 -

1. 1.

as a misc hi evo us quantifier

in a world abounding with intangibles.

(cont)

The cre ati on of the D.O.E.
(1970)
all

and

(1970),

European Conservation Year

the UN Conference on the Environment

represent concrete reactions

in Stockholm (1972)

to this growing awareness.

Consider

the following principle from the D e cl ara ti on on the Human Environment
signed at the Stockholm Conference:

13. "In order to achieve a more rational managem en t of resources
and

thus to improve

the environment,

states should adopt

an integrated and coordinated approach

to their

development planning so as to ensure that development
is compatible with

the need

to protect and improve

the

hu m a n environment for the benefit of their population."

This growth in environmental awareness has ramifications
the dec ision making process.

Dev elo pm ent proposals are likely

to be challenged by environmental
with

for

interests.

increasing frequency to costly delays.

At worst,
At best,

this

leads

it suggests

that sufficient expertise and u n der sta ndi ng is emerging about

the

m or e

subtle and long range consequences of development decisions,

and

this warrants a broader and more rigorous appraisal of factors

being built
face

into the decision m aking process.

The alternative is to

increasingly lengthy and costly conflicts of interests as the

awareness of,

and concern for broader environmental values grows.

The scale of the p roblem is as large or as small as society
chooses

to make

it.

Thus responses vary from the activities of a

- 6 -

1.11.
(ccontd)

local pressure group

to those of such

Club of Rome or the International
In this paper,

'invisible colleges'

the

Society for Te ch nology Assessment.

the scale of the p r ob lem focuses on the hand lin g of

ma j o r de velopment applications.

The proposed solution response

is one of rigorous and balanced assessment procedures via
ment of Impact Studies."^
exists

as

in Br ita in

Before examining

(Section2)

the e m p l o y 

the situation as it

a brief review of the responses adopted

in other countries will be ma de w i t h particular reference

to the

North A me ri c a n experience.

1 .22.

Responses

to Environmental

Growing concern about

C oncern

the effects of major developments on the

environment has received political
via the enactment
relating

(a)

recognition in various countries

in recent years of

legislation specifically

to the p rot ec t io n of the environment:

Spain has a non statutory En vironmental

Impact Analysis

procedure for both private and state funded developments.

At this c hosen scale, the Impact Study represents a specialized
form of technology asse ssm ent in the broader co ntroversy of
'environmental h aras sme nt versus technology assessment'.
Consider Huddle's d ef i ni t i on of technology assessment:
"the
purposeful, timely and iterative search for un anticipated
secondary consequences of an innovation derived from applied
science or empirical development, identifying affected parties,
evaluating the social, environ men tal and cultural impacts,
considering feasible technological alternatives and revealing
constructive o pportunities w it h the intent of ma n a gi ng more
ef fectively to achieve societal goals."
(A Short Gl ossary of Science P ol i c y Terms, 1972)

- 7 -

1.22 .

(b)

France

is in the process of enacting

legislation w hi c h will

(connt)
require

impact studies for all projects authorized or approved

by public authorities.

This will

public sector developments.

encompass both private and

Regional

Environmental

Commissions

will be set up to vet these projects and a National E n v i r o n 
mental C o mm i s si o n will deal w it h

the more

important of these

projects.

(c)

The Au s t r al i a n State of N e w South Wales requires an
Environmental

Impact Statement for

and controversial
into either of

projects'.

'environmentally major

Wh eth er a development falls

these categories

is decided after consi der ati on

of a summary d es c ri p t io n of the proposal known as
of environmental

factors'

'declaration

w h ich mu st accompany any a ppl ication

for de velopment approval.

(d)

Canada has also developed an environmental
and review proc ed ure for fed erally
developments.
detailed,
developer.

impact assessment

initiated or funded

This consists of a 2-stage,

prelimi nar y and

a ss ess me nt procedure pre pared and paid for by the
The respons ibi lit y for review rests w i t h an

independent agency.

The Ame ric an Resp on se

Because of the a vai lab ili ty of in formation on the subject,
the Ameri can experience will be treated
proposed

to look first at the federal

in greater detail.

legislation and

It is

then at the

- 8 -

1.3.
(c o n t )

grow th of

'little'

and

'mini'

wi t h par tic ul a r reference

NEPAS at the State and Local

levels

to the situation in California where

EIRs are required for both public and private development proposals.
A final

section will

review the relative success of the Ame ric an

e xp er ien ce during the first 5 years of its existence.
hoped

It is

that such depth of detail will demonstrate both the potential

a dvan tag es derived from the Ame ri c an system and the disadvantages
w hi c h should be avoided

if some form of impact study is to be

adop ted by the Br itish planning system.

The focus of the A m eric an response
E nvir onm ent al P oli cy Act whi ch came
1970.

into effect on the 1st Ja nuary

As well as prescribing national

esta bli shi ng

the Council

is found in the National

environmental policies and

for Environmental

Quality,

the prod uct ion Of EIS's for "major federal projects
sign ifi ca nt effects on the hum an environment".

NE PA requires
likely to have

Neither

'major'

or e nv i ronm ent al ly significant can be ver y adequately defined but
a tt em pte d definitions

(1)

Actions w hos e

include:

impact is significant and highly controversial

on e nvironmental grounds.
(2)

Actions w hi ch are precedents for mu ch
have considera ble environmental

(3)

Actions wh i c h are decisions

larger actions whic h may

impact.

in principle about major future

courses of action.
(4)

Actions w hi ch are major because of the involvement of several
Federal Agencies.

- 9 -

1.3.
(c o n t )

(5)

Actions w hose

impact

includes environm ent all y beneficial as

well as e n v ir on m e nt a l l y detrimental

With regard

to content of EISs each Federal Agency has different

requirements but in general

(1)

terms

they should

include

the following:

A detailed des cr i pt i o n of the proposed action, w ith
and technical data adequate
environmental

(2)

effects.

information

to permit careful assessment of the

impact.

A discuss ion of the probable

impact upon the environment

including any direct or indirect consequences

that m ay result

from the action.
(3)

Any adverse enviro nme nt al effects

(4)

Alternatives
all of

to the proposed a c tion that might avoid some or

the adv ers e environmental

of costs and environm en tal
(5)

An assessme nt of
action,

including

effects,

including analysis

impacts of these alternatives.

the cumulative

long term effects of the proposed

its relation sh ip

environment versus
(6)

that cannot be avoided.

to short

term use of the

the long term prod uct iv ity of the environment.

Any irr eversible or irretrievable commitment of resources

that

might result fro m the ac tio n or w h i c h would curtail beneficial
use of the environment.
(7)

A final EIS m u s t

include a d i s c us s i on of problems and objections

raised by other Federal,
organisations and

State and

local agencies,

individuals du ring

process of the draft statement.

private

the re vie w process of

-

1.3.
(cont)

10

-

Economic and social factors were not
subsequent guidelines
have

included

captured

issued by various government departments

them to some extent.

seem to suggest

included initially but

However,

the literature does

that it is the environmental aspects w h i c h have

the imagination.

The actual procedures for the p rep ara tio n of an EIS were not
m ad e explicit

in NEPA.

Instead procedures have been m o ul ded

by court decisions and the C.E.Q.
federal agency

identifies

guidelines.

In general,

the

those actions wh i c h require an EIS.

This may be a h ighl y d iscretionary and subjective dec ision ac co rding
to the agency

involved.

by a citizens group
EIS

is wrong

However an agency can be taken to court

that believes a dec isi on not

to produce an

(AEC in the Calvert Cliffs decision).

to produce an EIS,

Having decided

the Federal Agen cy produces a draft statement

based on interdisci pli nar y r esearch w h i c h it mus t circulate for
comment at least 90 days before

the proposed action starts.

draft is reviewed by other Federal,
well as the public.
by

State and local agencies as

Such consulted agencies may have j u risd ic tio n

law as is the status of the E.P.A.

or al ternatively offer special

expertise w it h respect to any impact involved.
of consultation all comments and objections
testimony given at public hearings
incorporated
days before

This

After

received,

if any are held,

this period
including

are

into the final EIS w h i c h mu s t be produced at least 30
the proposed action starts.

statements are filed wi th

Both the draft and final

the CEQ and are available

to the public.

The final dec is ion on the proposed a ctio n as to wh eth er
be approved, mo d i f ie d or refused

it should

lies w i t h the promoting federal

-

1.3.
(cont)

11

-

agency.

Thus

to summarize,

apart from the promoting federal agency,

other consulted agencies and
principal actors

(1)

the public,

there are

in the process:

The Council for Environmental Quality
the m a i n federal

force behind

(C.E. Q.) :

It represents

the impact statement process.

Its m a i n tasks are to writ e guidelines,
mediate

three

review agency procedures

in prob lem projects and publish summaries of all

draft and final statements

in its m o n t hl y 102 monitor.

However it does not approve projects.

(2)

The Environmental P rot ec t io n Agency

( E .P. A.):

This agency

is

independent of N EP A in both function and organisation.
However it is the only Federal Agenc y required by law to review
and comment on all E.I.Ss.

The agency employs a rating system

for this review process based on:

(a)

and

(b)

The rating of the project:
(i)

lack of objections

(L.O.)

(ii)

environmental

(iii)

e nvi ron men tal ly unsat is fac tor y

reservations

(E.R.)
(E.U.)

The adequacy of the document:
(i)

A d equa te

(ii)

Insuffic ien t Information (Category 2)

(iii)

(Category 1)

Inadequate

(Category 3)

12

-

1.3.
(cont)

If a statement
and

-

is uns at i s fa c t or y

the EPA refers

these n oti f i c at i o n s are made public.

no a utho rit y

it to the C.E.Q.

However the EPA has

to stop a project and acts only

in an advisory

capacity.

(3)

The C o u r t s :
m e a nt

that

The

lack of enforcement power by the C.E.Q.

has

the task of interpreting both N E P A and C.E.Q.

gu idelines has fall en to the courts.

In fact

pa r t i ci p a ti o n by the courts has resulted
N EP A being p ri m ar i l y aimed at keeping
than improving

the environment.

the degree of

in the accus ati on of

lawyers employed rather

The result of court procedures

is ve ry seldom the com plete ab and onment of a project but rather
the en for cement of full dis clo sur e of information.

The G rowth of

EIS

'Little'

and

is no longer e xc lus ive ly a federal procedure for there has

been a grow th of State,

county and

levels of gove rnm ent are
en vironmental concerns
of

' M i n i 1 NEPAS

1st J a nuar y

1975,

local

levels.

increasingly aware

into

These lower

that they should

incorporate

their decision making processes.

32 States had enacted

As

l eg islation to establish

N E P A equivalents.

Land use decisions are the prerogative of local government.
As such m u c h of the real

impact of a State's EIS requirem ent s depends

upon the que sti on of w h e ther
go vernment's

those requirements extend

to local

control of the use of land for private activity.

the laws of California,

Massachusetts,

Only

Puerto Rico and W as h in g t on

- 13 -

1.4.
(cont)

currently impose EIS requirements upon local government.

Wi thout

trying

to duplicate what already has been said c oncerning

N E PA at the federal

level,

there appears

to be some relevancy in

examining the C al i forn ian system since it is the oldest and most
extensive of these State programmes.

The California En vironmental Quality Act
on the 23rd November

1970.

(CEQA) was passed

The subsequent EIR requirements

differ

from those of the EIS in that they require separate treatment of
both mi tig at i on measu res and growth induced
difference relates of philosophy:

impacts.

NEP A appears

of competing values bet w e n each other,

allowing

Ano the r ma j o r

to stress

trade-offs

the possibi lit y of

balancing adverse effects by some other stated conside rat ion of
national policy.
environmental

CE QA limits EIR to the reporting of adverse

impacts,

leaving

the public agency

to balance

environmental objectives against social and economic goals.
since

1972,

CEQA has b ee n a pplicable

guidelines which ac com panied
Amon gst other things
public agencies
of a p r o j e ct 1.
obligations

Thus

they state

that the EIR is intended

They also recognise

not

to

staff.

to enable

'rationalize approval

that public agencies have

to balance other public objectives,

However,

The

the Act are far mo re explicit.

to evaluate a project,

and social factors

central

to private development.

Also

including economic

in dete rmi nin g w h et her a project should be approved.

in plementation of CEQA has been hindered by lack of
There

there is no aid at

is no state equivalent parallel

to CEQ.

int erpretation of the Act and again no
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1.4.
(cont)

en for cement authority.

Enforcement

of the judicial framework.
are allowed

is again the responsibility

In effect,

State and Local agencies

to evade the Act if they so desire,

and if they can

avoid being challenged.

T h e approach
attitude.

to CEQA is thus c ha racterized by a laissez faire

Two different approaches deserve mention.

The first

is a hig hly sophisticated approach adopted by San Diego County as
outlined in figure 1.

Many other cities and counties

in California

have adopted streamlined versions of this approach.

The fee for initial
is required,

screening is #70.

it is prepared

c onsultant on behalf of

in draft form gen erally by a private

the applicant.

Process ing fees charged

by the County for re vie w and p rep ar ati on of
#150 and #900.

The rea ft er if an EIR

the final EIR range

The final EIR as prepared by the OEM staff consists

of:

(1)

A draft EIR as amended by the ERB.

(2)

A section containing

the comments

received during the

cons ult ati on process.
(3)

The response of the ERB to the s ignificant environmental
points raised in the review and co ns u lt a t io n process.

A second and different approach is taken by Santa Clara County
where

there is an active effort made by

to press developers

the County's EIR staff

into active par tic ip a ti o n in the EIR process.

Here the EIR system is an integral part of

the planning function

- 16 -

1.4.
(cont)

of

the County.

Emphasis

of development plans.

is given to early co nsultation and review

This

' h o r s e - t r ad i n g' aspect of the process

can be open to abuse if the public
Ho w e v er for

is not attentive of results.

the p rof ess ion al planner,

context an ex tra o r di na r y o p po r tu nit y

CEQA is providing in this
to bridge the two traditional

pl anning roles of pl an m a k in g and d ev elopment control.
m id dl e gr o u nd can a l l o w planners

to des ign around environmental

problems or invoke a ppro pri ate m it ig a t i n g measures.
incentive for the dev elo per

to pass EIR review.

essential

Cr ed i bi l i ty of the EIR process is

The Santa Clara sys tem almost takes

'appeal process'

by w hi ch

his project is not da maging

1.5.

imposed whi ch m a y a llow his

for the v i a b il i t y of these planner- dev elo per

negotiations.
an

The

is that a negative decla ra tio n may

reasonably be granted or conditions
proj ect

This

the dev elo per attempts

the form of
to show that

to the environment.

E val ua tio n of the A m e r i c a n E xperience

In general
had

terms,

there is no doubt

the effect of s ubst ant ia lly raising

consciousness regarding

that EIS procedures have
the general

the environm ent al

level of

effects of development,

and the concept has bee n w id e l y acce pt ed by public policy makers
and e nvironmentalists as a m e c h a n i s m for man agi ng growth.
the developer and the public alike it has had beneficial

For
effects.

The industrialist can n o w p r esen t factual data in support of his
development and
this development
Each EIS must

the pu blic has an o pp ort un ity to pr operly challenge
through the r e v ie w and public hearing procedures.

'at minimum'

c o ntai n information wh i c h will alert

- 17 -

1.5.
(cont)

the public

to all known possible environmental

both favourable and unfavourable.

This

consequences

'full disclosure'

......
law

can thus open important phases of the de cision m a king process
public scrutiny and pressure.

to

As we have seen the public can

institute litigations based upon procedure as well as fact.

Ho wever NEPA,
criticism.

in particular section 102,

In the words of G ilbert White,

is not without

"The EISs required by

section 102 confront noble asp iration wi th seedy and incomplete
performance."

One of the m ai n criticisms of the EIS system is

that Congress has provided neither mo ney for preparing EISs nor
the legal power needed
detrimental

to change proposed projects

impact on the environment.

existing agency the power

that could have

NE PA does not give any

to enforce recommended changes so the

EIS in ce rtain cases m a y only represent additional paperwork
and an opening wedge for harassme nt by

'environmental evangelists'.

Strictly speaking a Federal A gency can prepare a statement,
receive u nfavourable comments from all reviewers,
comments

note

these

in its final report and go ahead with the project as

first proposed.

Court action can alter part icu lar ly adverse

aspects of some projects but despite initial optimism,

not one

project wit h adverse environmental effects has bee n stopped by
NEPA and the EIS requirements.
role,

EPA has also played a disappointing

given its environmental expertise.

Moreover,

the case that by the time comments are invited

it is frequently

the projects have

reached a stage of technological adv ancement whi ch makes
extremely difficult to change the plan.

it

- 18 -

1.5.
(cont)

The system as it exists m a y
the one hand

therefore be open to abuse.

On

the federal agency m ay use the EIS to justify self

service activities, whil st growth opponents may use the EIS r eview
process as a delay m e c h a n i s m to effectively block development.
This pol ari zat io n of roles

is very often aggravated by the poor

in formation content of man y EISs.
reached

A

Rutgers'

107o survey in 1973

the c onc lusion that the m ajo rit y of impact statements failed

to present sufficient information to a llo w a neutral decision
m a k er

to judge

the importance of the environmental benefits and

costs of the proposed projects.
and more

The EPA has drawn similar conclusions

important the pe rcentage of statements

have been increasing.

labelled as inadequate

One can either conclude

that consultancy

firms are either poorly prepared or ignoring the m anda te of NEPA,
or alterna tiv ely the guidelines
we a k and ill defined.

However,

that channel

their responses are

the alternative situation ma y

also occur wh en a developer produces a h ighly sophisticated document
only to find that public agencies have ne ither
desire

to properly use

the information e.g.

the capacity or the

a Cal if orn ian developer

submitted an EIR 6" thick, wei ghing 12 lbs and costing #22,000 to
prepare.

The planning body had

to commi ssi on consultants

to evaluate

the report wh i c h cost the developer another #30,000.

One final criti cis m is the fact that EISs are all
seen in isolation from other planning activities.

too often

There

is little

evidence of linkages with the every day planning process of problem
identification,

formu la tio n of alternatives,

public evaluation.
the judicial

rather

impact assessment and

This situation is exacerbated by emphasis on
than the planning framework.

- 19 -

1.5.
(cont)

In conclus ion there is no doubt that EISs wh e n good can be
very good,

both helping

the developer

and economically sound project,

and p rov iding planners and local

officials wit h data for mak in g well
However

.......

to build an environmentally

informed decisions.

w h e n bad they can cost m o ne y and time not only

through the approval process but later on the project's
w h en u na nti cipated effects bring grief

to consumer,

life

public agency

and sometimes developer alike.

J.K. Gal bra ith remarked recently
United States goes

that the crises w hic h the

through at any time are just about five years

ahead of similar crises

in the other W e s t e r n countries,

us just that five years

in w hi c h to feel

are engulfed by the same problems.
and there are n o w signs

that Britain,

superior before we also

Th ose five years have passed
too, m u s t make a response

to the growth in environmental concern.
British response will replicate

and allows

It is unlikely

that the

that mad e by the United States.

Each has a different statutory fr amework relating to planning and
land use control and control of pollution.
disclosure law,

Such a full-

creating a plethora of independent agencies and

depending on the judicial

rather than the planning framework for

its enactment is unl ikely

to find favour in Britain.

Br it ain should pay due regard

to both

Nevertheless,

the advantages and disadvantages

of the Am eri can system w h e n c ontemplating the i mpl ementation of
Impact Studies w it h in the British planning system.

-

Section 2

Part

2.1.1.

1

20
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The British Experience

The Statutory F ram ework

Introduction

Any response to concern for the environment will depend in part
upon the existing statutes relating
control of pollution.

to planning and land use and the

These are to be examined n ow as they relate

to the handling of major development applications.
stressed from the outset
'existence'

and

It should be

that there is a vast difference between

'effective usage'.

In reading Section 2, Parts

1 and 2,

it would be helpful

to

consider the following questions:

(i)

Does

the British system bring to the attention of the decision

maker w hether it be the L.P.A.

or the Secretary of State all the

relevant factors sufficiently described and evaluated

to enable

a decision to be made for a specific project or a choice

to be

made be tween alternatives?

(ii) Does

the system command public confidence?

Answers

to these questions will help

the reader form an opinion

w h i ch he can compare wit h current attitudes on the subject of Impact
Studies as they are examined

in Part 3 of this section.

-

2.1.2.

21
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The Development Plan System

Any maj or development proposal must be considered in the context
of the aims and policies of statutory development plans.
of the forward planning m e c h an i sm i.e.

The purpose

structure and local plans

is thus twofold:

1.

To guide development

2.

To provide

to an appropriate place.

the b ackcloth against which the proposals

can be assessed.

The system plays an essential part and one wh ich Impact Studies
do not seek to dispense with but rather to supplement.

The Structure Plan is a statement of general policy approved by
the Secretary of State.

1.

It has

three m ai n purposes:

To outline and justify to the public and the Secretary of
State

the authority's policies and general proposals for

the development and other use of land in the area concerned.
2.

To carry out national and regional policies

in terms

of

physical and environmental planning for the area concerned.
3.

To provide

the framework for local plans.

Local plans are intended to show in detail h o w the policies of
the structure plan are to be implemented.

A local plan must be

prepared for an action area as specified in the structure plan but
ot herwise

their pr epa ration is at the district authority's discretion,

22
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2.1.2.
(cont)

subject

-

to the Secretary of State's power to direct

p articular kind should be prepared.

that plans of a

There are basically 3 types of

local plans:

1.

Dist ric t P l a n s :

w hich set out proposals for both public

and private de velopment or other use of

land and serve as

an important guide for development control.

They may

cover whole or part of a L.P.A.'s area.
2.

A c t i on Area P l a n s :
plans

which may range from closely detailed

(especially wher e a local au thority is the developer)

to a broad brief

(which will only establish guidelines for

the private developer,

leaving

the details

to be settled

by the process of development c o n t r o l ) .
3.

Subject P l a n s :

whi ch explain in detail

policy and proposals for some particular
e.g.

industrial

many of

envisage

(Friend and Jessop,

the controls available

indirectly

topic

location.

An y s ystem of forward planning operates under
uncertainty.

the authority's

to the variables

1967)

the constraint of

Consider for a mom ent h ow

to a local authority are related only

they are intended

to influence,

the difficulties of structure planning conducted

e.g.

in the

country's Develo pme nt Areas w h e n they are so dependent on changeable
government economic policies.

U nce rta int y via lack of control

part icu la rly prevalent w i t h i n the private sector.

is

Predictions on

the rate and scale of investment cannot be made wi t h confidence for
more

than a short period ahead for ma rke t forces and

judgement of individual enterprises are at work.

the commercial

Plans can advise

and guide but inevitably there are those developments arising from
rapid

technological change and dis covery wh ose demands come

advance of provision for them in development plans.
cannot be eliminated and

this

is why

in

Uncertainty

the development plan is

supplemented by the development control

system.

However certain

major developments promote such a degree of unp lanned-for rapid
change

that mo re

is required

system can provide.

than our present de velopment control

This gap in the system m a y be filled by the

rigorous analysis of an Impact Study.

Development Control

(2.1.3.

- 2.1.10.)

The Decision- Mak ing A uth ority

Development control
function.
county

However

is a district or general planning authority

in both England and Wales,

and regional authorities are given reserve powers

decisions on certain applications.
by the Local G ov ernment
authority may

(a)

and Scotland

to make

The Scottish system is guided

(Scotland) Act

1973 in whic h

the regional

' ca l l- i n 1 for decision applications where:

the proposed development does not co nform to a structure
plan approved by the Secretary of State,

(b)

the

or

the proposed development raises a n e w planning
general significance

issue of

to the area of the regional planning

authority.

Similar provisions apply in England and Wales,

but

they are

less

- 24 -

2.1.3.
(cont)

pre c i se ly defined.
refers

to

Local Gove rnm ent Act

’county matters'

w i t h min era l applications
'county matters'

1972,

but these are of a very general nature
the only form of app lic ati on defined as

to be sent direct to the county authority.

appl ica tio ns become

'county matters'

the

are in consistent either

local plans prepared by the county or wi th a policy formally

ad opted by them.
w hi c h appear
need

Other

if they conflict wi th

fundamental provisions of the structure plan,
w it h

Section 183,

However

to the district council

to be referred

(Schedule
situation,
w h er eb y

the Act states

to relate

to the County Council

16, Part

1, Par.

procedures

19)

that only "applications
to county m a t t e r s "

for d ir ection or decision.

To overcome this inherent conflict

have been suggested

in DOE Circular 74/73

the county and district councils come to an informal agreement

and es tablish a

'development control

In both systems^

scheme'.

the Secretary of State has

the power

to

any application.

It is also possible under these sections

S ec re tar y of State

to issue a general d ire ction relating

cations of a particular
Study,

perhaps?)

p l at fo r m sites,

type.

(To all

for the

to all a p p l i 

those requiring an Impact

These already include hypermarkets,
oil

'call-in'

oil pro duction

terminals and oil storage facilities.

It can therefore be seen that
the d e cisi on m aking hierarchy.

three different

To ensure

levels exist

the effective use of resources

in p ro ce ssi ng a major appli cat io n the respective d e ci si on m a ki ng

S ec ti on 35, Town and Country Planning Act 1971
Sect ion 32, Town and Country Planning

in

(Scotland)

Act

1972

tier

- 25 -

2.1.3.
(cont)

should be decided as early as possible.
of course preclude

Such a d es ign ati on must not

subsequent contributions by the other levels.

Different hierarchi cal perceptions and experience demand full c o 
operation to ensure effective decision making.

2.1.4.

Public Sector Dev elopment

Since Public Sector De velopment
local authorities,
is subject

nationalized

(i.e. Governm ent Departments,

industries and statutory undertakers)

to different development control procedures and since

opinion has been voiced

that such developments

possible Impact Studies

......

should be exempt from

a brief m e n ti on is given here

to

public sector procedures:

(i)

D evel opm ent by Government Departments does not need planning
p ermi ssi on but discussions usually take place betw een local
authorities and departments concerned
Circular 80/71 envisages

to reach agreement.

that developing departments will

as closely as possible

to private sector procedures.

pa rticular development

types

(a)

follow

Two

lie outwith this circular:

Tru nk and Special Roads are governed by
Highways Act 1959;

(b)

N e w Towns are governed by the N e w Towns Act

1946.

(ii) D eve lop me nt by local authorities receives automatic planning
permission,

but

types

listed in A rticle 8 of the 1973 GDO,

those affecting conserv ati on areas and

those whi ch are departures

- 26 -

2.1.4.
(cont)

from the development plan must be advertised.

(iii)Developments by Nationa liz ed
undertakers

Industries and statutory

require planning p er mis sio n but certain special

provisions apply:

(a)

a number of developments usually routine in character
are given general p er mis sio n by their inclusion in
Clause XVIII of the GDO 1973,

(b)

w h e n statutory undertakers have been au thorized by
an Act of Parliament
on land designated

to carry out specific d eve lopment

in the Act,

this

land is covered by

planning p ermission under Class XII of the GDO subject
to approval of details by the L.P.A.,
(c)

in the case of some statutory undertakers whi ch require
the a utho riz ati on of a Minister,
deemed

to be given w i t h

to power stations,

planning p erm iss ion is

the authorization.

overhead

transmission lines,

pipelines and ope ncast coal working,
the undertakers'

The L.P.A.

gas

but in this process

proposals are submitted

(form B application).

This applies

to the L.P.A.

is thereby allowed

to state its views on the proposal before a di rection
is made by the app ropriate Mini st er
simply a que stion of
Minister'.

......

it is not

'leave it to the app ropriate

- 27 -

2.1.5.

Outline and Detailed Applications

Applications can be made either in outline or in detail.

It

is my firm opinion that the type of major development application
which we are considering in this paper should never be given
outline permission, because once outline permission is granted the
L.P.A.

is obliged to allow the development in some form or other.

However if an outline application is submitted and the L.P.A.
decides that it cannot reach a decision on the information given
it is theoretically open to the L.P.A.
information

1

to seek both further

2
and verification of any information given .

These

powers are equally applicable to increase the detail of a
so-called detailed application.

If in practise these powers

were effectively used one of the salient problems in the handling
of major applications could be overcome.

However the practical

realities of the situation are:

1.

Uncooperative developers.

2.

Limited technical expertise within the L.P.A.

to demand

the relevant information and further interpret this
information.
3.

Fragmentary information submitted in the post application
p eriod.

^

Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland) Order
1975, Art. 5 (2).
Town and Country Planning General Development Order (Amendment)
1974, Art. 4.

2
Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland) Order
1975, Art. 5 (4).
Town and Country Planning General Development Order (Amendment)
1974, Art 5 (4)
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2.1.6.

Consultations

Sources for consultations
(1973)
Order

as amended

(Eng/Wales)

include the General Development Order
and the General De velopment

1975, Acts of Parliament and circulars

We ls h Office and S.D.D.

Consultations may

(Scotland)

issued by the D.O.E.,
therefore be statutory

as instructed by Acts of Parliament or Statutory Instrument,

advisory

as urged by the Secretary of State vis a vis circulars and informal
i.e.

at the discretion of the L.P.A.

Most L.P.A.s publicise,

and consult m or e w ide ly than they are bound by law,
differs widely.

but

n otify

the practise

The process of consult ati on is an important technical

i n formation-gathering exercise.

It provides

the baseline data against

wh i c h the information supplied by the developer can be assessed.
the processing of a ma jor development appli cat ion if a L.P.A.
itself

to statutory consultations alone

In

restricts

the outcome will be severely

deficient.

2.1.7.

Timing of Decisions

On receipt of an app lic ati on the L.P.A. mus t notif y the applicant
of receipt and make
is effected

their decision in 2 months,

in which case

the period

unless a trunk road

is 3 months.

If no decision is

reached w it h in this period the a ppl ication is deemed

to be refused

and the applicant can thereafter lodge an appeal wi th the Secretary of
State.

This particular course of action is not commonplace with

ma j o r development proposals.

Norma lly

agreement betwe en the parties concerned.

the period

is extended by

Me n ti o n should also be made

of the informal cons ult ati on period b etween the developer and L.P.A.
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2.1.7.
(cont)

prior

to the formal submission of an application.

ma y be a p ar ticularly
ma ny cases
Why?

lengthy period of time

the appl ica tio n arrives

Is it largely due

applications?

In ma ny cases

.......

this

yet in all too

to a largely unprepared L.P.A.

to fear of wasted effort and speculative

Surely there is a need for a better u til iza tio n of

this period of informal consu lta ti on on the part of the L.P.A.
Base

line studies will never produce surfeit data for they will always

provide

information for forward planning.

Perhaps the linkage

be tween development control and de vel opment planning is not sufficiently
realized.

2.1.8.

The Decision

The final decision m ay be:

(i)

(i)

approval

(ii)

conditional approval

(iii)

refusal.

If an app lic ati on runs counter
supports

it,

the L.P.A.

to a plan and

the authority

can either apply to the Secretary

of State for his approval of an amendment to the plan,

or

for a direction under Ar tic le 8 of the General Development
Order.
is less

(ii)

The

latter is the m o r e common approach since

time consuming.

The L.P.A. m a y impose such conditions
upon a permission.
'necessary,
points

it

However

enforceable,

'as they see fit'

these conditions should be

precise,

to planning gen erally and

reasonable and relevant
to the development to be
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2.1.8.
(cont)

permitted*.
in failing

A lthough

to comply w i t h a planning per mis si on w h ic h has

been granted,
of
The

it is a breach of planning control

it is not an offence.

the L.P.A. wh ether or not
legal

It is at the discretion

to serve an enforcement notice.

tangles whi ch such a procedure promotes clearly

emphasizes

that rigorous analysis

is n e ce ssa ry before any

conditional approval

is give.

issue should be left

to subsequent chance.

outlines

this deficiency

No possible contentious

in the system w h en he admits

that because of the legal

technicalities

me nt practise

the weake st

is probably

development control system
experience).
Dobry

(Circular

Dobry clearly

......

involved,

(6.1)

e n f o r ce 

link in the

(think of the K i s h o m

The Secretary of State in his reply to
113/75)

has promised

introduced at the first opportu ni ty

legislation to be
to ma ke enforcement

action against breach of planning control more rapid and
effective.

(iii)

Appeal against refusal of per mission or the imposition of
conditions can be made

to the Secretary of State.

reject or all ow the appeal,

or may alter

He ma y

the terms of

conditions but before doing so he mu st affort both sides
they so desire either a private hearing or a public
inquiry.

local

if
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2.1.9.

Public Local

Inquiries

Ap plications ma y be referred
de cision under

'call-in'

The Public Local

powers

1

to the Secretary of State for
or on appeals

the public
in practise

inquiry should cover all
this is not

in a letter

all participants.

Thus

the ground of an Impact Study but

inquiry is defined

to the L.P.A.
The L.P.A.'s

This

in advance by the

letter is mad e available

to

statement mu st be available 28 days

No similar obli gat io n is placed on the

Both the developer and principle objectors ma y be

represented by Counsel.
the objectors',

The developer's case is heard first,

submits

then

statements by other interested parties m ay follow and

then the developer sums up.

The Inspector

then goes off

this to the Secretary of State and

usually quite a considerable

time afterwards

have knowledge of what exactly happens

Inspector.

to write his

thereafter

......

in whic h very few people

......

the Secretary of State

issues his decision letter whi ch m a y or m ay not accept
of his

in theory

the case.

the inquiry begins.

developer.

report,

One of its m aj or

to the Secretary of State.

The scope of the public

before

level.

is as a fact finding exercise on whi ch the In spector/Reporter

bases his recommendations

M i nister

.

Inquiry represents an important step in the

decision makin g process at the m in isterial
functions

2

the recommendations

This final decision ma y in fact reflect conside ra tio n

Section 32,
Section 35,

Town and
Town and

Country Planning (Scotland)
Country Planning Act 1971.

Act 1972.

Section 33,
Section 36,

Town and
To wn and

Country P lanning (Scotland)
Country Planning Act 1971.

Act 1972.
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2.1.9.
(cont)

of additional factors not even referred

to in the inquiry or

al ternatively a change in government policy.

The

level of public confidence

question at an all time

low.

in the inquiry system is w ithout

Whil st

highlighted cri ticism in 1973/74,

the Drumbuie Inquiry

the prize in 1975/76 must surely go

to the muc h publicized Mot orw ay and Trun k Road
proposed A55 along the North Wales coast and
Road).

Although,

Judy Hillman,
about

Inquiries

(the

the Aire Valley Trunk

perhaps of an exceptional nature,

consider what

planning correspondent for the Guardian,

had

to say

the Aire Valley Inquiry whic h has already cost £ 2 7, 00 0 and

got nowhere:
"The Road

to P and emo ni um

continue by excluding

......

w h e n a public

inquiry can only

the public and relaying its proceedings

by loudspeaker it has already strayed beyond c redibility into
the realm of a comic novel."

And consider also

the comments of a local official at the A55

Inquiry whic h has been continuing n o w for n early 9 months:
"It seems to us there must be,

even w i th i n the principles of

democracy a simpler and cheaper way of resolving
however complex they may be.

these issues,

At the end of the day,

all that has been said and done during the 9 months,

despite
this boils

down to a d ecision by one single person somewhere."

Such levels of c r itic ism has resulted
being asked
include:

\

to review inquiry procedures.

in the Council for Tribunals
Three of the m a i n criticisms
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2.1.9.
(cont)

1.

Excessive delays

2.

Excessive costs

3.

Unfair mon op o ly of information held by the developer.

It seems essential

in the decision ma ki ng process.
in the decision maki ng process.

that to be productive

of the public inquiry should ensure
informed otherwise
increase

the adversary system

that both sides are equally

the nature of the conflict will only serve

the pola riz ati on of the participants,

reaching an informed d ecision and increase
de cision makin g process.

Yet at present

increase

to

the delay in

the subsequent cost of the
the developer not only has

a m on op o ly of information but also is under no obl igation to supply
any of this information prior to the commencement of the inquiry.
This makes

the challenge by both 3rd parties and the L.P.A.

difficult.

Various

in the report,

solutions

very

to this p roblem have been offered:

'Energy and the Environment',

1974 it is suggested

that the Secretary of State should make use of the powers under
Rule 6(6)

of the To wn and Country Planning Inquiry Procedure Rules

to elicit from large scale developers full

1969

technical and environmental

details of their proposals well

in advance of a public

details should be m ade public;

Dobry in his final report has recommended

the use of pre-inquiry procedural m eetings
define

inquiry.

These

'to identify the issues,

to

the areas of agreement and disagreement between the parties and

to determine
(S.D.D.
Scottish

the likely programme of the inquiry';

Circular

14/75:

Public Inquiry Procedures)

local authorities

to ensure

confidential

to the parties

has been issued

to

that as mu ch w r i t t e n material as

possible is circulated before an inquiry.
consensus has been suggested and

Departmental Advice

However no technical

the material would usually be

to the inquiry until

the inquiry opens.
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2.1.9.
(cont)

An Impact Study is an information document and

it appears

that such a document could play a key role in public
Such studies may save

local

inquiries.

time at inquiries by providing factual bases

for the inspector's recommendations.

At the inquiry,

issues on wh ich parties are agreed could be submitted
that att ention could focus on unresolved
circumstances,

to me

issues.

facts and
in writ ing so

In certain

the factual docu men tat ion could consist of the

impact study plus a report on unresolved issues.

2 . 1 . 10.

Al te rnative Sites and the Planning

Inquiry Com mission

The procedure available at present for the cons ide rat io n of
alternative

sites or composite developments or composite developments

of a number of separate proposals

is a Planning Inquiry Commission'*'.

To date no development proposals have been referred
This marked dis inc lin at ion in official circles
inquiry commission is probably largely due
experience of the Roskill
However various

to a Commission.

to make use of an

to Central Government's

Inquiry into the 3rd Lond on Airport.

requests have been made for the need of its use:

"the m e c h a ni s m of the Planning

Inquiry Comm iss ion should be

expanded so that w h e n applications for particula rly
(e.g.

oil refineries and steelworks)

be made on one of several

are received,

sites and not just

(Select Committee on Land R esource Use

large projects
a decision can

the one applied for".

in Scotland - Section 51)

To wn and Country Planning Act 1971, Sections 47 - 49.
T o w n and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1972, Sections 44 - 47.
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2.1.10.
(cont)

A ltho ugh informal ne gotiations betwe en L.P.A.s and developers may
resolve
area,

the p ro bl em of alternative

sites w i th i n one administrative

there remain certain types of development with siting criteria

that can only be met

in a few locations

thus dispersed over a number of L.P.A.

in Britain.
areas

Where sites are

the most suitable

mi ght only be established after a long process which

theoretically

involves successive applications and inquiries relating
sites.

In practise however one finds

the developer

a p pli cation for the site whi ch he considers
This choice
studies.
concerned

location

to several

lodging one

to be most appropriate.

is usually based on technical and economic feasibility
If this choice

is not considered

to be appropriate by all

the subsequent public inquiry will emerge as a curious

ineffective am algam of data related

to the specific site proposals and

a cursory glance at possible alternative sites.

The situation is

often further complicated by the additional difficulty of political
c ompetition for a development betw een areas of high unemployment.

A n Impact Study,

as an information document

choice be tween alternatives,

(see:

Construc tio n in the F irth of Clyde',
Group,

2.1.11.

to facilitate

the

’Sites for Concrete Plat fo rm
prepared by Jack Holmes Planning

Section 2, Part 2.) offers a possible

solution to these problems.

National Policies

In addition to the statutory powers described
above Central Government

in the sections

is also responsible for:

"securing consistency and co ntinuity in the framing of a national
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2.1.11.
(cont)

policy with respect to the use and development of land."
(Cullingworth,

1972)

This function is entrusted to the Secretary of State whose duty
it is to:

"co-ordinate the work of individual local authorities and to ensure
that their development plans and development control decisions
are in harmony with broad planning policies."
(Cullingworth,

1972)

National Policy Guidelines must be recognised as playing a very
important part in the decision making process.

They are not intended

to replace the decision making function but so often in respect of
major development applications they are necessary to provide the frame
work in which a particular decision is made.

This need has been

recognised by S.D.D.:

"It is one of our aims to give central guidance and to build up
as quickly as possible a set of guidelines on those aspects of
land use which should be examined for Scotland as a whole and to
draw these guidelines together into a composite document which will
in turn become a compendium of all that can usefully be said about
the national framework of land use planning."

(Cmnd 5428,

1973)

The need for clear and coordinated national policy guidelines is
there, however current evidence does not leave us with a very
encouraging picture.

Consider the non-existent central policy in
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2.1.11.
(cont)

relation to oil related developments which was brought

to a head

the furore of producti on plat for m site applications.

Consider also

the subsequent Coastal Planning Guidelines Paper
by an Article 8 de cision for Kishorn.

(S.D.D.,

74)

in

followed

Many of the current problems

associated wit h m o to r wa y development may also be related back to
the feeling of inadequacy over national policy wh i c h is enshrined
the 1970 Wh ite Paper,

'Roads for the Future'.

The importance and present
has

in

lack of confidence

in national policies

led to a demand particu lar ly from national amenity bodies such as

the Civic Trust,

Friends of the Earth and Council

of Rural England for Strategic
ma jor developments.

for the Pro tection

Impact Analysis as well as

that for

Such strategic impact studies could be prepared

by the appropriate G ove rnment Department for the planning strategies
of public agencies because frequently these policies set the context
and subsequently provide
of developments.

At

with out full regard

the strongest just ifi ca tio n for large numbers

the moment

these strategies are being developed

to their environmental

consequences e.g.

range electricity supply strategy of the C.E.G.B.
Fast Breeder Reactor).

Experience confirms

justifies

them.

impacts m a y be,

because

Yet at the present

(development of the

that it is very difficult

to argue effectively against individual proposals,
their individual

the long

however extensive

it is the strategy that

there is no systematic or public

way in wh ich the possible consequences of such strategies can be
debated or affected by outside bodies.

Thus apart from the inherent need for clear central government
policies

there also appears

to be a need for:
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2.1.11.
(cont)

(i)

Impact studies on long range strategies by public agencies,

(ii)

for such impact studies

to be

themselves

the subject of public

hearings.

2.1.12.

Other Significant Leg islation

The subject of the impact of development on
mentioned

’a m e n i t y 1 is scarcely

in the principle planning acts apart from min or

as Tree Prese rva tio n Orders,

issues

such

Buildings of Special A rchi tec tu ral or

Historic Interest and Control of Advertisements.

However various

other acts demand its consideration:

1.

The Countryside

2.

(Scotland) Act

The Countryside Act

of the Countryside Commission's powers
'preservation of the countryside'
and conservation'.
reference

1967

1968

The important effect of the above

Part V of

acts was to change

theemphasis

from the n a r r o w context

to the broader context of

the Act

of

'its use

contains a particular

to the p rot ection of amenity:

"In the exercise of their functions
enactment every Minister,
body shall have regard

relating to land under any

Gover nme nt Department and public

to the desi rab ili ty of c onserving

the

natural beauty and amenity of the countryside."

As

it stands

this

is rather a vague

both statutory and voluntary

and

statement but it is one w hich

'guardians of amenity' m a y seize upon
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2.1.12.
(cont)

w h enev er

there is likelihood of infringement.

The Secretary of State is also empowered under Section 9 to
designate by order an area of special planning control
consultations wi th

following

the appropriate planning authority.

specified forms of development
to provide specified

In cases of

the authority is required by direction

information relevant

to both the Secretary of State and

to a planning a ppl ica tio n

the Countryside Commission.

Could

these powers be invoked

to ensure

is carried out whe nev er

there is a maj or development application?

3.

that some form of impact a ssessment

National Parks and Access

This provides

to the Countryside Act

the m ai n legislation concerned wit h

pr eservation and conse rva tio n of plants and wildlife.
gives man da to r y powers
obliged by statute

the protection,
This act

to the Nature C onservancy Council wh o are

to act as advisors

prime function being

1949

to:

to Central Government.

'give scientific advice,

Their

to estab lis h and

manage nature reserves and to organise and develop r e s e a r c h . '

The Council m ay establish National Nature Reserves
Local Nature Reserves

(Section 21)

and Sites of Special Scientific

Interest (Section 23) and broadly speaking
against development proposals
their status

(Section 19),

......

is taken at min isterial

these areas are safeguarded

'unless a de cision
level.'

(N.E.R.C.,

to change
1972)
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2.1.12.
(cont)

4.

Control of Pol lut ion Act

Its basic purpose

1974

is to reform and supplement

relating to the deposits of wastes on land,
pollution,

Part

the existing

law

the control of water

control of noise emissions and control of air pollution.

1 relates

household,

to a n e w system for the collection and disposal of

commercial and industrial wastes.

It involves a licensing

system to give more adequate control on the deposits of wast es on land,
provisions

to encourage reclama tio n and recycling and powers

the import,

Part 2 of

to control

supply and use of injurious substances.

the Act complements

the Wat er Act 1973

(the Rivers

(Prevention

of Pollution) Acts have been repealed almost entirely).

It reforms

the power of Wate r A uth orities

their areas

in particular by extending

of j uri sdi cti on to cover coastal waters,
individual

and by increasing

rights of members of the public.

will also be given powers
n e w form of control

to permit

the

The Secretary of State

the use of effluent charges,

a

in the U.K.

Part 3 re-enacts and reforms
1960 w i t h a v ie w to mak ing

the provisions of the Noise A b a te m e nt Act

the statutory procedure for the abatement

of noise more readily effective and provides n e w controls

over noise

emissions

An important

change

from construct ion sites,

lies

in Section 58 whic h includes

likely to occur'
noise

plant and machinery.

in advance.

and

'where noise nu is an c e

therefore the L.P.A.
Section 63 provides

is

can deal wi th potential

for a noise abat eme nt order

wh er e by a local authority can designate a noise abatement zone
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2.1.12.
(cont)

confirmed by the Secretary of State.

Part 4 empowers

local authorities

to collect and publish information

about air pol lut io n including data on discharges from particular
premises.
Air Acts

Air poll ut ion is still principa lly controlled by the Clean
1956 and 1968 and

There

is no doubt

the Alkali Etc Works Re gu l at i o n Act

that Britain possesses a very comprehensive

system of po llution controls.

However,

it is not w ithout

"Some of Britain's p ollution rules are better suited
Edwardian girls'
Offenders are

1906.

school

than to an advanced

its critics:

to an

industrial

society.

taken quietly on one side by the prefects and

off for letting

the side down.

ticked

There is no need for prosecutions;

the shame of being found out is reckoned
Carefully shielded from vulgar eyes,

to be punishment enough.

pol lution control operates

behind a deliberate smokescreen of evasion and reticence."
(Tinker,

The

1972)

'74 Act answers

in part some of these criticisms and the

Royal C omm ission on Environmental P ollu tio n suggests further improvements
in its 5th Report

"262.

(Cmnd 6371):

We wi sh

to see a mo re concerted approach in dealing

with different industrial p ollution problems and the
creation of H.M.P.I.

is essential

for that purpose."
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2.1.12.
(cont)

This may overcome

the problems

inherent in the intercorporate

split between bodies concerned wit h enforcing pollution controls.
(Regional Water Authorities
(Scotland),

Public Health Inspectors and

Inspectorate)

River P uri fic ati on Boards
the Alkali and Clean Air

The m a i n purpose of the H.M.P.I.

the present concept of
practical environmental
stress

(Eng/Wales),

'best practical means'
option'.

Throughout

would be to expand

to that of

'best

the report

there is

laid on the fact that p ol lution is too important

neglected

in the interest of s p e e d .

to be

Cri tic ism is mad e of the fact

that poll uti on is often a forgotten dimension in the planning process:

"335

Po llution is often dealt wi th
forgotten altogether

inadequately,

and sometimes

in the planning process.

In part

this stems from lack of guidance and advice.

Pla nning

officers and committees are not p ollution experts and
they are n eces sar ily dependent on advice on p oll ution
matters.

Such advice

even w h e n it is,

A n Impact Study,
seek to eliminate

2.1.13.

is not always available but

it is not always sought."

through its rigorous balanced appraisal

should

this forgotten dimension.

Conclusion

This

then is the basic statutory framework against w hich any

ma j o r development app lic ati on is assessed.
give answers

to the two questions posed

it is essential

to examine

Before attempting

in pa ragraph 2.1.1.,

to

I feel

the statutory framework in practise.
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Se ction 2

Part 2

2.2.1.

The British Experience

The Situation at Work

Introduction

To examine

the situation at wo r k i.e. h o w the handling of a

ma j o r development appli cat ion fits
outlined

in Part

1 of this section,

perhaps be to examine
doubtless value
examine
Thus

into the statutory framework as
the obvious response would

in detail a particular case study.

There

is

in detail but one of the aims of this paper is to

the general need for the employment of Impact Studies.

in the time available as m any examples as possible have been

examined

in an attempt to draw some general conclusions

subject.
appear

This approach has proved

to be fruitful

on the

for there does

to be a repetitious pattern in the handling of major

development applications.
synthesis:

there are

as there are

However,

'good'

' g o o d1 and

and

'bad'

one must always be aware of

'bad'

developers

local authorities.

in this world just
Wh at follows

mu st be regarded as a general picture around wh ich individual
cases deviate.

The types of developments
including open cast mining,
smelters,

gas

terminals,

examined have

oil

terminals and refineries,

an ammonia plant,

plant,

oil pro duction platforms,

plant,

a brewery,

included mineral workings

a natural gas

cement works,

aluminium
liquidation

a fluorspar

a n uclear fuel r ep rocessing plant,

pe tro-chemical works, motor way s and trunk roads.

treatment

power stations,

In this we have
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2.2.1.
(cont)

a bias

towards

potential
marinas,

industrial and communi cat ion developments.

customers for impact analysis might have
national exhibiti on centres,

hypermarkets,

projects and M i nis try of Defence establishments.
information permitted
it is still

Other

included reservoirs,
land recl ama tio n
Ne ither

the examinat ion of these project

time nor

types but

felt that those examined are sufficiently broad

in

scope including both private and public sector developments

to

illustrate key points.

Wh at follows

is a general des cr iption of the scene and a

defini tio n of the roles each actor plays w it h i n this scene.
time limit extends over
is that during
proposals on

the past 15 years.

What becomes apparent

this period of the 60* s and 7 0' s major d evelopment

'g r e e n - f i e l d ' sites have always aroused environmental

c oncern and questioned
wi th them.

However,

sufficient

in number,

the ability of the planning system to cope
although

these development proposals wer e

their staggered distr ibu ti on over

areal distr ibu tio n mad e
concern'

The

the impact of this

time and

in

'aroused environmental

h igh ly localized and subsequently diluted

in character.

It took the discovery of North Sea Oil and its associated on shore
activities

to act as a spatial-temporal

catalyst.

Its impact

above all others has focused a ttention on the inherent difficulties
of ensuring adequate examination and analysis of complex proposals
wi tho ut causing undue delay in reaching a decision.
the latter half of this chapter is devoted
related applications
the general

since these serve

Conseque ntl y

to the handling of oil

to hi gh lig ht

findings wh i c h we are no w to discuss.

in mo re detail
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M a i n Findings

The developer's case is usually put in terms of economics and
technical

feasibility.

W hilst

the economic argument focuses of the

general need for the development proposal,
relates

to the specific site chosen.

development proposal are raised
Benefits'

versus

the technical argument

If objections

to the

they frequently focus on

'Social and Environmental

C o s t s 1.

1Economic

'Economic Benefits'

can be interpreted at two levels:

(i)

National

Interest

(ii)

Gen era tio n of Local Employment

(i)

If the

'national

interest'

is involved

it is fairly

certain that the decision will be mad e at Ministerial
level.
public

It is also fairly certain that the preceding
inquiry will be characterized by a polarized

argument betw een quantifiable national benefits and
qualitative
w h ereby

local amenity c o s t s .

The outcome

the local people by their loss of amenity

bear the largest cost of a development whi ch will
benefit

the rest of the na tio n is a fairly common

occurrence.

'National Interest',

a cardinal principle

which one cannot seem to get away from these days,
raises certain issues wi th in the decision mak ing process

It has attached
This m ay

to it a certain stigma

lead the local council

of 'inevitability

to relinquish its
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2.2.2.
(cont)

responsibility

to Central Government.

This applies

to both private and public sector developments.

The

latter however have

in

what may be termed

the edge for they are couched
'compounded

inevitability'

derived

from a m ono po l y of technical expertise and certain
statutory obligations e.g.
o b ligation to provide
and economical
However

C.E.G.B.

has a statutory

'an efficient,

co-ordinated

system of e lectricity s u p p l y ' .

there is no reason w hy

this resignatory

it to the experts or appr op ria te minister'
should occur in the face of

'national

A rigorous appraisal at the

local

the basis
e.g.

'leave

philosophy

interest'.

level can provide

for stringent conditions of consent

the 70 conditions w h ic h have been attached

to

the p ermission given to Croma rty P e trol eum Company for
their oil refinery at Nigg Point.
(April

1974)

The Private Bill

enacted by Shetland County Council

relation to the m ult i- us e r

in

terminal at Sullom Voe

provides perhaps an extreme example of the degree of
local commitment wh ich is possible
'national

However
into

in the face of

interest'.

in general

the public

the input of

local

'national

interest'

inquiry system mu st distort

decision mak ing process.

This

the

input must be seen in

the light of practical economic and political realities;
if the

'national

interest'

is sufficiently strong then

the time and cost given over

to the public

local

inquiry

must be held

to question.

There will always be

certain decisions wh ich m us t be ma de at Cabinet level,
(e.g.

the e xpa nsion programme by British Nuclear

Fuels Ltd at Windscale,

Sellafield or the National

Coal B o a r d ’s proposals at Selby).

In such situations

the inquiry is serving the purpose of formulating and
publicising

the ma ny co mplex issues

decision and ensuring
living

that

involved

in the

legitimate fears of those

in the affected area are given a fair hearing.

Could this function in such significantly

'national

i n t e r e s t 1 cases not be substituted by an Impact Study
......

one whi ch has a suffici ent ly wide circulation

and whose assessment procedures have

included affected

group values and interests?

An equally common ground for confronta tio n is provided
by the second tier in the d e v e l o p e r ’s economic-benefit
argument i.e.

the gen er at i o n of local employment.

A mem ber of Angl ese y County Council at the time of
S h e l l ’s app lication for an oil

terminal at A mlwch is

quoted as saying:

"There are people here who would we lco me a heroine
factory if it gave people j o b s . ’’
(Richard West,

1972)

Lord Goo dm an with regard

to the same appli cat ion said:
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2.2.2.

"It

is improper

that all considerations

should be

(cont)
o v err idd en for 60 jobs".
(Richard West,

These

1972)

two quotations

illustrate

two important points.

The prospect of the creation of local employment

is

a very forceful argument for a development's acceptance
by local councillors.
developer can convince

It is often said

there.

In such areas

there is an overwhelming desire

to create

employment members and interested public
environm ent ali st

(the

lobby excluded) will not only be

pushing for the planning department

to take a positive

line but they will also be suspicious of what
consider any undue period of time being
decision.
rateable

if a

the council he will provide jobs

for the locals he is half way
wh e r e

that

they m ight

taken to reach a

The p ossibility of lost employment and
income creates pressures whic h ma y

unbalanced,

lead to an

inadequate appraisal of the impact of

the

proposed development.

It is also a sad fact of life that man y of these areas
in wh ich high un employment and em igration rates are
ch aracteristic problems are s imu ltaneously by their
remoteness and rural character,
value.

areas of high amenity

The situation of jobs v. amenity

vo latile climate

in a politically

is a common setting for the handling of

m a j or development applications.

This conflict
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2.2.2.
(cont)

situation has been highlighted
the increasingly frictional

in recent months by

relationships between

National Park Planning Committees and County Councils.
For example N. Yor k Moors Park Committee rejected
applications for renewed planning pe rmission for two
potash mines near Whitby,

only to be told by N. Yorks.

County Council

to think again.

Also D erbyshire County

Council sought

to remove one of their representatives

from the Peak Park because he voted on a c onservation
ticket and not

the economic one favoured by the County

Council.

Major development applications are the subject of ma jor delays.
It was found that up to 32 months may elapse betw een
of an a p plic ati on and a final
which contribute

One of the ma i n factors

to this delay is the considerable difficulty

experienced by L.P.A.s
developers

decision.

the submission

to analyse

in obtaining

the necessary

information from

the implications of proposed developments.

Any majo r development proposal can be guaranteed
either by its pure physical

size;

or by the sheer fact that it was

to be complex

an unusual activity or process;
totally una nticipated and little

prior w a r ning was given.

In fo rmation of two sorts is required from the developer:

(i)

General

Siting C r i t e r i a :

This will

include

technical,

economic and policy factors considered by the developer
his analysis of site selection.

If a L.P.A.

in

has such data
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E.2.2.
(contd)

at a sufficiently early stage this should allow a better
understa ndi ng of

the site constraints and possibly help

in

encouraging a more positive attitude in the evaluation of
al ternative sites.

Alt hou gh

this information should come

from the developer it could also be supplied from Central
Government.

S.D.D.

has

in fact begun a series of Planning

Advice Notes on maj or development

(ii)

In formation directly related

types.

to the development a p p l i c a t i o n :

Such information may include some or all of the following
categories:

(a)

Details of the proposed plant and

(b)

Physical characteristics of

its processes

the ap pli cation site

Land requirements
Site uti li zation (detailed plans at varying scale)
M arine site characteristics
(c)

(where appropriate)

Employment characteristics
During construct io n phase
Wh en development

(d)

is operational

Financial Data
Wage and salary levels
Expenditure on locally produced inputs

(e)

Infrastructure Requirements
R a w material demand
Tr an sport requirements
Water demand
El ectricity demand
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2.2.2.
(contd)

Gas demand
Housing demand
(f)

Factors of Environmental
Noise

Significance

levels

Vibr ati on levels
Gaseous emissions
Odours
Dust
Discharge of aqueous elements
Solid wastes
(g)

Emergency Services
Fire and medical

services

Hazard
Control of pollution at marine facilities
(D.O.E.

Res earch Report No 13,

1976)

Ap ar t from the inherent difficulties of m on op o l y of information
already ment io ned
information.

there are those of slow supply and v alid ity of

Developers often argue

at an early stage e.g.

that information is not available

outline application.

part icu lar ly with regard

technologies

influenced

is in part true

to oil-related activities wher e

unce rta int y due to the factor of discovery,
emergent

This

is pa rticularly high.

the degree of

world energy costs and
All developments are

in varying degrees by uncert ain ty but experience of major

proposals

suggests

that applicants planning maj or

have gone

through fairly detailed

investments will

investigations of m ost aspects of

the proposed development

including siting criteria,

mate ria l

Similarly

requirements.

labour and raw

levels of emissions

should be known
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2.2.2.
(contd)

from design wo rk and past experience.

Anot her argument put forward by the developer is frequently
protection of commercial
effluent data
and

testifies

the C.B.I. have

of industrial

interests.
to this.

testifies

secrets

The clandestine character of
However

to the fact

spokesmen for both Shell
that in practise

leaking down the plughole

the notion

is ludicrous.

The need for information is obvious not only in respect of the
L.P.A.

but also in the interest of the public at large.

"We need an independent and objective appraisal of the risks
involved at Winds cal e

in terms

that people can understand

and quickly before Parliament and Trade Un ion pressures,
the Gov er nme nt

to commit W. Cumberland

.....
force

to still further

irradiated fuel reprocessing contracts,

not only in Japan but

in Timbuktu."
(Whitehaven News,

J anuary

1976)

The above represents a frequently heard cry of public
disillus ion men t over both developer's and L.P.A.'s h andling of a
ma jo r application.
Fuels Ltd.

The
L.P.A.

In the above case

to British Nuclear

proposed expansion programme at Windscale,

increasing vociferous

and

it relates

information demands made by both the

the public are gradually

very difficult

Sellafield.

taking effect.

However it is

to generalize on the responses made for they vary

fr om the superficial public relations exercise

to the submission of
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2.2.2,
(cont)

articulate data.
noting:

The approach adopted by N.C.B.

at Selby is wor th

a full-time public relations officer was appointed who went

to live in the area.

A regular newsletter

is published wh ich answers

objectors queries and a total of 60 public mee tings have been held
the last year.

in

The success of this approach perhaps offers a future

blueprint for inquiries and environmental m ana gem en t schemes?

Over

the question of vali dit y of information it is obviously not

in the developer's

interest

to m isl ea d

the L.P.A.

but

it happens

fairly regularly.

"What annoys me mo st

is the wa y

will con small County Councils,
con Parliament, will
They will

B.B.C.2

It is difficult

these large companies

as they did

in Anglesey, will

con the Inspector at Public Inquiries.

say anything

(Man Alive,

in whi ch

to get their plans

through."

^

1974)

to spell out w hether such faulty information is

deliberate deception or over o ptimism on the part of the developer.
But what

is easy enough to point out is that given the legal complications

of enacting enforcement notices
than make

there is little a L.P.A.

life difficult for the developer

or reserved matters.

This danger serves

can do other

in subsequent applications
to emphasize

the point of

the need for a rigorous appraisal of information in the decision making
process.

Statement made by Marquess of An gle sey in respect of Shell and
their a ppli cat ion for an oil terminal at Amlwch.
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2.2,2.
(cont)

The que sti on of delay cannot be attributed
for often the lack of structure

to the developer alone

in a local authority's assessment

procedures vary w i de ly and are largely a function of:

(1)

Information A vai lab ili ty

(not only that held by the developer

but also the planning department,

other departments w i thi n

the local authority and other external bodies).
(2)

Man pow er Resources.

(3)

Technical Expertise.

Both quantity
itself

(2) and quality

in assessment procedures.

(3) of staff resources will reflect
Consider

the different perspectives

offered by the n a rr o w professional base of a planning department
consisting of chartered

town planners and geographers alone and one

of a m u l t i di sc i pl i n ar y nature
sociologists

etc.

Information av ailability

to as sessment procedures.
existing

including ecologists,

non-existent.

All

the right is doing.'

co mpr ehensiveness of information ava ilability

2.2.3.

to adopt

is the key

is challenged by

or unusuable or even worse

too often it is the proverbial

'left hand not knowing what

increasing need

(1) however

Its comprehensiveness

information being uncoordinated,

economists,

situation of the
To

improve

the

there is an

the corporate outlook.

North Sea Oil and the Scottish Experience

Four general
the

spheres of concern have n o w been identified wit hin

'British Situation at Work':
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2.2.3.
(cont)

1.

The political and economic realities

in w h ic h a major

development appli ca tio n is handled.
2.

The w i des pre ad factor of delay in processing

these a p p l i 

cations .
3.

The inadequate submission of information by the developer.

4.

The lack of structure

in a L . P . A . ’s assessment procedures.

Gi ve n these areas of concern what was
Scottish

the response ma de by the

local authorities wh en faced with

applications

the onslaught of oil related

in the early seventies?

Wh en the first proposals were received
development plans for the affected areas
provisions

for the types of development

in 1971 early

unprepared

that were proposed,

At the central

e.g.

for

there was no

These applications arrived

local planning machine.

the

inevitably did not make

the whole of Sutherland County and mos t of Shetland
development plan at all.

1972,

to face a largely

level S.D.D. was

equally un prepared co ncentrating at the time on the problems of West
Central Scotland.

However the problems wh ich

these sudden change

developments

brought required a change of focus.

derived from

some or all of the following factors:

(employment,

These were

problems

......

large scale of projects

material etc.).

......

unusual activities or processes.

......

required sites

in areas of small resident population.

......

required sites

in areas with

......

required sites

in areas of scenic significance.

......

temporary

insufficient

(in some cases discontinous)

infrastructure.

projects.
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2.2.3.
(cont)

changing site requirements,
'national

interest'

in the project.

In addi tio n to these complexities derived from the project

types,

the pro ble m was exacerbated by staff shortages.

The response by D erek Lyddon,

Chief Planner S.D.D. was

"these uncertainties and complexities demand more planning,
but of a certain sort".

His prescri pt ion was

circumstances of sudden change,

not

less;

in these

in addition to forward development planning

"particu lar ly positive steps are required
of

that,

that

that a ppl ication going ahead.

to find out the full consequences

In the m ajo ri t y of cases

the full

consequences can only be w orked out by un dertaking some form of
impact a n a l y s i s " .

To date
'called-in'

ten such studies have

taken place.

the applications and commissioned consultants.

in later cases
themselves w i t h

the L.P.A.

concerned has either appointed consultants

the study

cert ain salient points

1 - 6

the Fiotta

follow in par.

2.2.4.,

but

require emphasis.

all relate specific projects
(5) and Sullom Voe

(6)

than contribut ing

to specific sites.

studies are more concerned

w it h w orki ng out the details of the project
rather

or

themselves.

Brief details of each analysis

Howe ver

However

technical and financial assistance from S.D.D.

a lt er n ati vel y have done

Studies

Initially S.D.D.

in an opt imu m manner

to a decision in principle on a planning
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2.2.3.
(cont)

a pplication as in Studies

1-4.

Studies

7 - 1 0

differ in that

they are not single site/single development studies.
comparative Loch Carron (7) and Firth of Clyde(8)
areas rather

than sites

in wh ich

Studies

studies examined

there were several potential sites

and several prospective developers.
Buchan (10)

The

In the Loch Erribol

(9) and

there are several potential sites w it h i n

relatively small areas.

There

two

is therefore diversity in the potential

use of Impact Studies.

It should also be mad e clear

that none of these studies have

attempted an actual assessment of impact.

They have rather shown

a co nfirmation of the occurrence of individual unrelated
circumstances.

The problem of impact assessment will be discussed

further in Part 3, Section 1.

However what

these studies have made clear is that an impact

study is no

longer a theoretical

'pie in the sky'

only danger

lies in the fact that such studies mig ht be regarded as

synonymous wi th ma jor oil related applications.
that sufficient

evidence has been produced

this section to convince
studies.

The

It is hoped however

in both Parts

1 and 2 of

the reader of the general need for impact

It is not m y belief

major development applications
confidence or brings

concept.

that in relation to the handling of
the system either commands public

to the at tention of the deci sio n ma ker all

relevant factors sufficiently described and evaluated

to enable a

decision to be made either for a specific project or a choice
be made b etwe en alternatives.
un attainable goals but

Perhaps both are

the

to

theoretically

the rigorous balanced analysis

implicit

in
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2.2.3.
(cont)

Impact Studies would represent a positive step

towards

their

attainment.

In the concluding part of this section which analyzes
attitudes

towards

the possible

the current

implementation of Impact Studies

j
responses derived
omitted

the impetus of North Sea Oil have been de liberately

to prevent any undue bias.
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2.2.4.

Te n Studies of Impact Analyses
as related

to the experience of North Sea Oil

in Scotland
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IMPACT ANALYSIS:

OIL P LA TFO RM CONSTRUC TIO N AT LOCH CARRON

( DRUM BU IE)

Developer:

John M ow l e m and Ta ylor W o o d ro w

Co mmissioning p e r i o d :

About

Date C o mm i s s i o n e d :

22 May,

Date P u b l i s h e d :

A ugust

Study T e a m :

Sphere Environmental Consultants Ltd

Sponsoring B o d y :

Scottish D eve lopment Department

Terms of Reference:

To analyse

1 mo nth
1973
1973

the impact of the proposals upon

the physical

environment and on the s ur r o u n d 

ing communities:
other conditions

to indicate any planning or
that would m in imise

particular adverse impacts;

to indicate any

matters requiring further study;

and

to

suggest any environmental characteristics
that should be m onit ore d

in the event of

planning per mis sio n being granted.
Objecfives:

To assist Ross and Cromarty County Council
and

the Secretary of State for Scotland

consider

the planning applications wi th

fullest possible know le dge of the ma ny

to
the
local

implications of the possible developments.
Contents:

D e sc r i pti on of project area.
Proposed project.
Existing economic activity.
Existing

infrastructure.

Existing social structure.
Private sector

land and housing.

Cu rrently planned development.
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1

Analysis of potential

impacts:

(cont)
General
Physical
Economic
Infrastructure
Social Structure
After
General

the project

recommendations

Remarks:
This was
up the brief,

the first study of this kind

in Scotland.

In drawing

use was made of the Leopold M a t r i x approach (extended

to cover social and economic matters)

and of experience wit h proposals

for steel p latf or m c o nst ruc tio n sites on the east coast.
was published before

the public

and

acting ne ither as supporters nor objectors,

the Consultants,

presented a summary of

inquiry into

The report

the Drumbuie proposal,

the results and w er e questioned at the inquiry.

U n fo r t una tel y this objective analysis was not effectively used at the
inquiry;
ha ppened
Cost:

the 2 sides used only those parts of the evaluation whic h
to coincide with

their argument.
£9 ,204
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2.

IMPACT ANALYSIS:

OIL P L ATF ORM C ONSTRUCTION AT LOCH BROOM

Developer:

John M ow l e n Ltd

C o mmissioning p e r i o d :

1 mont h

Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

15 August

Date P u b l i s h e d :

November

Study T e a m :

Sphere Environmental

Sponsoring B o d y :

Scottish D evelopment Dep artment

Terms of Reference:

To analyse

1973
1973
Consultants Ltd

the impact of the proposals upon

the physical environment and on the surrounding
communities;
conditions

to indicate any planning or other

that would m i n imi se particular

adverse impacts;
environmental
moni tor ed

and

to suggest any

characteristics

that should be

in the event of planning pe rmission

being granted.
Ob ie c f i v e s :

To assist Ross and Cromarty County Council
and the Secretary of State for Scotland
consider

the planning a pp lic ati on wi th

to
the

fullest possible knowledge of the ma ny local
implications of the possible development.
Contents:

Brief des cri pti on of existing situation
Village plan
The proposed project
Analysis of potential
General

impacts

recommendations
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2.

Appendices:

D esc rip tio n of project area

(cont)
Existing economic act ivi ty
Existing

infrastructure

Existing social

structure

The Village plan
The proposed project
Co llaborating bodies and
organisations.
Remarks:
This study was commissioned at about
(Drumbuie)

study was nearing completion.

content and style

to the Drumbuie

The report

is similar in

The pla nni ng a ppl ica tio n

to the study was w it h dr a w n wh en the study was

ne ar ly completed,
published.

the Lo ch C arron

study, wi th a mo re detailed

desc rip tio n of flora or fauna in the area.
that gave rise

the time

and it has never been printed

This surely raises

in q u anti ty and

the ques tio n of the p o s s i b i l it y of

the developer financing all or part of the Impact Study.
£11, 000

Cos t :

is a high price to pay for a speculative developer.

£10,967
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3.

IMPACT S T U D Y :

PLANNING A PP LI CAT ION BY M ESS RS FRED OLS EN AT ARN IS H
POINT,

STORNOWAY

Developer:

Fred Ol se n Ltd

Co mmissioning p e r i o d :

Very short as internal

Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

November

1973

Date P u b l i s h e d :

February

1974

Study T e a m :

Ross and Cromarty County Planning Department

Sponsoring B o d y :

Ross and Cromarty County Council

Terms of Reference:

To appraise

study

the pl anning a p pli cat ion

submitted by Fred O ls en Ltd for oil
development at A r n i s h Point,

related

recommend

either its r eje cti on or approval

and suggest

suitable conditions whic h could be attached
if the proposals are approved.
Objectives:

To establish the likely physical,
and social

economic

impact of the proposed development

upon the Storn owa y and district community.
Contents:

Summary of m a i n Ol s e n proposals
Physical

impact

Economic

impact

Tran spo rt
Social

impact

impact

Impact on infr ast ru ctu re services
Impact on recreat ion al
Summary of m ai n

facilities

implications of project

Prospect for Lewis

if project

Reco mme nd ati ons
Consultations recom me nda tio ns

is rejected
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Visual analysis
cont)
Economic analysis
Social analysis
Housing
T ou ris m
Remarks:
The proposed project had an immediate attractiveness because
of the un employment situation in Lewis.
in-house by the County Council

The study was carried out

(with technical assistance from

Highlands and Islands Dev el opment Board) with special
employment and housing
report was

An interesting feature of the

the section on the cultural effect of a major

ma nuf a c tu ri n g employer
farming and fishing,
proves

implications.

emphasis on the

in an area characterised by small scale

and wi t h strong Gaelic influence.

that Environmental Consultants are dispensable and

This

study

that

Impact Studies can be carried out quite a dequately by the local
planning aut hority

Cost:

themselves.

In-house study not subject to formal costing.
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4.

OIL R E FINE RY AT NIGG,

1.

ROSS AND CROMARTY

ENVIRONM ENT AL F E AS IB ILI TY REPO RT

(with adde nd um relating

to

revised application)
2.

NOISE AN D VIB RA TIO N REPORT ON ALTE RNA TIV E SITES AT NIGG AND DELNY
(with a d de nd um relating

3.

L A ND SCA PE REPO RT

4.

IMPACT STUDY

( 1- 3

to revised application)

(with a d de ndu m relating

prepared for CC by consultants;

Developer;

to revised application)

4 prepared by CC)

Cromarty Firth P e tro leu m Company

Commissi oni ng p e r i o d :
Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

February

1974

Date P u b l i s h e d :

June

Study T e a m :

Ross and Cromarty County P lanning Department

1974 and September

1974

in co nju nction wit h Cromer & Warner,
Engineers;

The Arc hitect D e si gn Group,

La ndscape Consultants;

A coustic T ec hn olo gy Ltd.

Sponsoring B o d y :

Ross and Cromarty County Council

Terms of r e f e r e n c e :

To undertake
study wit h

Consulting

the p repa rat ion of an impact

the a ssistance of specialist

advice.
Ob j e c f i v e s :

To enable

the authority

to decide the planning

ap plications on the basis of impacts on
physical,
transport,

economic and social
housing,

and tourism and

structure,

infrastructure,

recreation

the n e cess it y for a refinery

from the national

economic

interest.
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4.
(cont)

Contents

(LA r e p o r t ):

Physical

Impact

Economic

Impact

Tr ansport Impact
Social

Impact

Implications

for Housing and

Infrastructure Services
Impact on R ec rea ti o n and T o ur ism
Summary of Implications
Conclusions and Re com mendations
Appendices
Remarks:
The County Council c ommissioned
reports on pollution,

noise,

and landscape,

own in-house studies of housing,
implications.
public

This

and added

to these

their

infrastructure and other planning

information was formally examined at the

inquiry and may have contributed quite substantially

70 conditions attached

Cost:

three separate consultants'

to the planning permission.

Not k nown

to the
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5

FLO T T A OR KN EY OIL HANDLING T ER MINAL
REPORT

1:

RE PO RT 2:

AN ENVI RON MEN TAL AS SESSMENT
VISUAL IMPACT ANALY SI S AND L AND SCAPE PROPOSALS

Occidental of Britain
Comm iss io nin g p e r i o d :
Date Commissioned:

August

Date Published:

De cember

Study T e a m

W.J.

Sponsoring B o d y :

Occidental of Br itain Inc

Terms of Reference:

To state

1973
1973 and June

1974

Cairns & Associates

the procedures being followed by

the Occidental Group
environmental

in fulfilment of the

requirements

for planning

permission.
Objectives

To identify and evaluate all potentially
significant environmental

effects of the

proposed un dertaking at the outset
that alternative solutions
meas ure s are
early stage

in order

including remedial

taken into c onsi de rat ion at an
in design decision-making.

take all practical meas ure s
environment of both

to protect

land and sea and

To
the

to

ma in t a i n the balance and hea lth of natural
systems and

their component organisms by

m ea su rin g and mo nit o r in g change.
conflicts
visual,

To resolve

that may occur b e twe en the social,

ecological and e ngineering r e q u i r e 

ments during all stages of development
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5.
(cont)

including

the period of constru cti on and

operations as well as restoration of the
land following
Contents:

Stage

1:

the ce ssation of operations.

Project D evelopment and O per at ion

Stage 2:

Environmental Baseline

Stage 3:

Visual

Impact Analysis and

landscape proposals
Stage 4:

Ma rin e E cos yst em Impact
Environmental Pro tec tio n

Stage 5:

Terminal Operations

Remarks:
These studies we re commissioned and paid for by the developer.
The first
principle.

two stages preceded

the granting of planning permissi on in

The subsequent stages, w h ich are still continuing,

consist of detailed analysis and proposals for the project.
studies do not cover

the social and economic

proj e c t .

Cost:

Not known.

The

implications of the

SULLOM VOE AND SWARBACKS M I N N AREA:

M A STE R D EVELOPMENT PLAN

AN D REPORT R E L AT E D TO OIL INDUSTRY REQUIRE MEN TS

Developer:

NA

Co mmi ssioning p e r i o d :

NA

Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

J a n ua r y

Date p u b l i s h e d :

Draft reports:

F ebruary - July

Final

Phase

1973

reports:

1

Phases
Study T e a m :

L i v e se y and Henderson,

1973

- April

1973

2-5 - September

1973

Consulting Engineers,

in a s so c ia tio n with others.
Sponsoring B o d y :

Zetland County Council

Terms of reference:

To prepare a Mast er Pla n to accommodate all
fore see n oil

industry and related developments,

so as on the one hand
requirements of
the other

to meet

the technical

these developments and on

to cause

to agriculture,

the least possible damage

fishing,

na tur al and visual
Ob j e c f i v e s :

the

and

to the social,

environments of Shetland.

To c onf irm the suitability of Sullom Voe as
the site for a maj or
Shetland

industrial

complex in

to provide for oil and gas

developments.

To predict

the nature and

po ss ibl e magn itu de of industrial
to examine

requirements,

in depth the ma rin e and engineering

a s pects of the S ullom Voe area for oil
industry and related developments,

and

to

assess h ow such developments can be ac commodated
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6.
(cont)

with

the least disturbance

environment,

to the Shetland

and what complementary-

infrastructural developments will be required.
Contents

DRAFT REPORTS
Phase

1

Phase 2

Suitability of Selected Sites
M a ster Devel opm ent Plan and Report,
related

Phase 3

to Oil

Volume 1:

Industry Req ui rem ent s

Oil and Gas Reso urc es and

and Production:
Estimates

for the Shetland Offshore

Areas
Volume 2:

Demands on Resources:

Land Areas,
Phase 4

Volume 1:

Employment,

Wa ter Space

Pla nning Asp ect s

-

Industrial Deve lop me nt
Volume 2:

Planning A s pe cts

-

Future Settlement P a t t e rn
Phase 5

Volume 1:
Volume

The Suggested Strategy

2:

Volume 3:

Planning Survey
Engi nee ri ng Survey and

Cost Data
FINAL REPORTS
Phase

1

S uitability of Selected Sites

Phase

2

Ma rin e Terminal

Phase

3

Estimates of P ro d uc t i o n and

Studies

Demands on Resources
Phase

4

Pl anning Aspects
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6.

Contents:

(cont)

Phase 5

Volume

1:

The Suggested Strategy

1cont)
Volume 2:

Survey and Cost Data

Remarks:
Of fshore oil and gas discoveries made a demand for m aj or
industrial

sites

d e ter min ed

to prevent prol ife ra tio n of majo r oil

wi she d

in Shetland vi rtually certain.

to guide potential developers

industrial complex.
limited

towards

The Council were
installations and

the esta bli shm en t of one

Fro m local knowledge and expertise and with

technical advice

they selected Sullom Voe as offe rin g a

suitable c ombination of inshore deep water and coastal flat
wi th fewer environmental and social problems,
industrial
of

The present study aimed

than other potential

to c onfirm the suitability

this choice by a thorough technical analysis whic h w o ul d determine

ho w best
out

sites.

land,

to guide development.

Phase 5 Volume

1 of the study sets

the suggested strategy in the form of a structure p la n and

plans for

Cost:

the villages w hich wou ld be particul arl y affected.

Not known.

local
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LOCH CARRON A R E A - COMPARATIVE A NALYSIS OF P LA TF O R M C O N ST RU CTI ON SITES

Date C o mm i s s i o n e d :

Fe bruary

Date P u b l i s h e d :

Ma rc h

Study T e a m :

Sphere Environmental

Sponsoring B o d y :

SDD

Terms of R e f e r e n c e :

To examine eight pos sible sites for gravity

1974

1974
Consultants Ltd

p l atf orm con s t ru c t i on in Loch Carron.
To rank these eight sites

Objectives:

from the environmental
Contents:

in order of preference

point of view.

Introduction and Summary
Considerations

rela tin g

to Site Eval uat ion

D e scr ipt ion of sites
The M a trix - factors considered,
Site M a tr i x a nalysis
of results;

- results and analysis

rec omm end ed site

Implementation:
management,

we igh ti n g

social,

physical,

revenues and ben efits

o r g a ni s at i o n and

costing of
from

infrastructure,

'new village'.

Remarks:
This was a fol low up to the Dr umbuie study
sites compared with
protracted public

the m a in site.

inquiry,

It was

to see h o w other

carried out during

the

and was a cco mpa nie d by a parallel comparison

of the engineering meri ts of the sites fi nan ced by D e p ar tm e n t of Energy
and carried out by C rouch and Hogg.
be cause data on the project and
It is interesting

the area had already b e e n collected.

to consider what

thought of the M a t ri x method:

The rapid co mpl e t i on was possible

the R e p o r t e r at the Inquiry

"I regard

this system as m i s l ea d i ng
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7.
(cont)

because

the we igh t put by the assessor on each

subjective;

item is entirely

the assessor can reach any result w h i c h he

consciously or unconsc iou sly desires.

F urth er a serious omis sio n

from the M atr ix is the element of social and cultural
propose to ignore

Cos t :

the Mat rix system."

£7,002

impact.

I
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SITES FOR CONCRETE P L ATFO RM CONST RUC TIO N IN THE FIRTH OF CLYDE

Developer:

NA

Commissioning period

About

Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

January

Date P u b l i s h e d :

July 1974

Study T e a m :

Jack Holmes Planning Group

1 month
1974

wi th Crouch and Hogg,
Sponsoring B o d y :

in collaboration

Consulting Engineers.

Scottish Development D epartment and the
Department of Energy.

Terms of Reference:

To examine

in social and environmental

sites for p latf or m building
Estuary,

(later extended

and Ayrshire,

terms

in the Clyde

to include Loch Fyne

Wigto wns hir e coasts

to Loch

Ryan) w hi ch have been identified for the
Department of Energy on the grounds of their
potential

suitability

to a contractor and on

the basis of a demand for platform construction
sites requiring float-out depths ranging
between 17-24 fathoms.
Obj e c f i v e s :

To achieve a direct reduction in unemployment,
to make full use of existing
as well as analysing visual
social

impact,

infrastructure,
intrusion and

and to consider outstanding

planning applications

for p latform fabrication

sites at Toward Quay and Hun ter sto n and sites
at Portincaple,

Arden tin ny and Portavadie.
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Contents:

General

cont)
Social and economic factors
Land considerations
T r ans por tat ion
Overall planning aspects
Di sc us s io n of sites
Social and economic factors
Landscape and environmental
Assessment of individual

impact

sites

Me tho d of assessment
Desc rip tio n of Criteria and ranking
order of preference matrices
Conclusions
Remarks:
This
Clyde:

study covered

(in two stages)

there were a large number of possible sites

several potential developers,
of several

and

£41,832

in the area and

the report thus made a comparison

sites for di fferent assumptions about

be developed.

Cos t :

the whole of the Firth of

the total number

to
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DE VE LOPMENT - LOCH ERIBQLL FEA SIB IL ITY STUDIES

(FIRST PHASE)

Developer:
C o mmissioning p e r i o d :

3 months

Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

April

Date P u b l i s h e d :

June

Study T e a m :

Peter Fraenkel & Partners

1974
1974
in association

wi th Economic Consultants Ltd and LlewelynDavies, Weeks,

Fo res tier-Walker and Bar.

Sponsoring B o d y :

Sutherland County Council

Terms of reference:

To examine

the economic and operational

feasibility of locating various

types of

development facilities at Loch Eriboll.
Objectives:

To assess
Eriboll,

the development potential of Loch
and to previ ew requirements

further studies

if a potential

for

for

development were demonstrated.
Contents:

Introduction
Loch Eriboll and its Environs,

with summary

of resources and disadvantages
Development Possibilities
Potential

demand for oil-related facilities

Potential

for mineral and other developments

Feasible developments
Impact effects and planning guidelines
Conclusions and recommendations
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9.
(cont)

Remarks:
This

study was

the public response

to an obviously

speculative development with m an y inherent problems w here
au tho rit y wished

to obtain a clearer

fe as ibility and planning
stage covered
analysis)
seemed

idea of the physical and economic

implications of the proposals.

the feasibility aspects,

and the second

The first

(impact

stage was not reached because no possible developments

sufficiently viable from an economic viewpoint.

first stage of nece ssi ty
and physical
stage

the planning

the

touched upon man y of the infrastructure

implications.

(district plan)

However

It was

intended

to proceed

to a third

if any development had emerged favourably

from the impact analysis

stage.

Cost:

£7,700

BUCHAN IMPACT STUDY (PART 1 AND PART 2)

Developer:

NA

Date C o m m i s s i o n e d :

No vember

Date P u b l i s h e d :

Part

1974

1 February

Part 2 June

1975

1975

Study T e a m :

Economist Intellig en ce Unit Ltd

Sponsoring B o d y :

Aber dee n CC and SDD

Terms of Reference:

To assess

the demand for sites for petrochemical

and other processes
to assess

in the Peterhead area,

the direct

impacts and requirements

of these industries and
about safeguards,

to make recommendations

pl anning conditions,

and

m o nit ori ng for plants already considering
siting

in the area.

In stage 2,

an appraisal of the combined
current and potential
on the social,

to make

impact of these

industrial developments

e conomic and environmental

character of the area and on infrastructure
demand;

to define

for the industrial
Part 1;

and

sites whi ch are suitable
projects

identified

to prep are a balanced

in

locational

strategy for de ve l op m e nt and conservation,
together with an impleme nta tio n programme
and recommen dat io ns as
Obj e c f i v e s :

to monitoring.

To provide an u n d er st a nd i n g of the extent
and type of industrial
locate

projects

likely to

in Buc han as a result of North Sea

-so

lo.

O b je c t i v e s :

(cont)

oil and gas development,

as a background

(cont)
to the assessm ent of individual planning
applications.
Remarks:
It was know n that large quantities of natural gas and natural
gas

liquids

(which is a petrochemical

brought ashore

fee dstock source) would be

in Buc han from ma ri ne pipelines.

examined the economic probability of different
occurring,

analysed

levels and specific

the impact

types of development

implications of the various overall

types of development,

for the possible developments.

Cost:

The study therefore

£24,700

and suggested

locations
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Section 2
Part 3

2.3.1.

The British Experience

Attitudes

towards

Impact Studies

C at e g oriz ati on of Attitudes

Attitudes

towards

the introduction of Impact Studies can broadly

be categorized along a negat ive -po sit ive response con tin uum which
incorporates

(a)

least,

incremental and radical change motives.

N ega tiv e/l ea st Change R e s p o n s e :

This has been m ot iv ate d by some

or all of the following factors many of whic h are heavily biased
from the A me ri c a n experience:

(i)

'Technological assessment could m ea n technological
arrestment'.
Impact Studies can be viewed as a threat in the public
sector

to central policy objectives and in the private

sector as a threat

(ii)

to investment planning.

Impact Studies ma y serve as an additional power platf orm
for articulate pressure groups ranging from the trade
unions

to the often irresponsible fringe

environmental

lobby.

These articulated

in the
interests are

often not representative of the interests of the affected
community as a whole.
of sectional

(iii)

This would

increase a p ol ari za tio n

interests.

Impact Studies may prolong

the dec ision process.

82

(iv)

2.3.1.

Impact Studies m a y insert ob je cti vit y/r ati ona li ty

into

(cont)
the d ecision process but the final decision will
always be enshrined in political value judgements.
Why then overcomplicate

the decision process?

Impact Studies m a y be seen as a m e c h a n i s m for the increase

(v)

of an already burgeoning bureacracy via
a plethora of n e w agencies and

(b)

Positive/in cre men ta l Change R e s p o n s e :
w i th certain reservations.
supported

in principle

institutions.

This

but at the same

time due

has been going on for a long time.

in various degrees of depth
Impact Study is therefore

only a n e w name and fashionable discussion.
introduction of Impact Studies

by

Subsequently the

to the British planning system

little change.

the following p hilosophy

......

This response

authorities

is characterized

"it is not so muc h the system

that is wr ong but the way in which it is used."

If

to the extent

to environmental matters,

that impact analysis

would require very

is a positive response

The concept of an Impact Study is

of statutory controls applicable
claims are made

the creation of

(Dobry 1975)

the best way of improvement lies in assisting all

to reach

the standard set by the best."

(DOE Circular 9/76)

(c)

Po sit ive/radical Change R e s p o n s e :
the belief
geared

This response

is fostered by

that to achieve a systematic and comprehensive procedure

to a more fully informed decision maker and further
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2. 3 . 1 .

involvement of public opinion,

a considerable a ddition to existing

(cont)
practise and legislation is necessary.

2.3.2.

A Se lection of Central Govern men t Responses

Subsequent
Peter Walker,

to the enactment of N.E.P.A.

in January

1970,

the then Secretary of State for the Environment,

voiced

the following opinion:

"Environ men tal ly sound judgements can be made
decree or without employing
think that

in B ritain without

the E.I.S. mechanism.

I personally

the E . I . S . , like a number of other decisions

past,

really makes a land fit for lawyers

great

impact upon the environment

to live in with no

itself."

This anti-legis lat ive change response

in the

(Lindsay,

1970)

is furthered by the

government's observations on the Report of the Select Committee on
Scottish Affairs:

"It is the Government's policy first

to secure the progressive

improvement of the quality of development plans

so that they can

serve as an adequate background against whi ch any proposal can
be assessed;

second

to impress on local authorities

that it is

their res ponsibility to carry out an adequate appraisal of the
environmental

impact of any maj or proposal for development

or any alternatives

Thus

that may be a p p r o p r i a t e ."

the incremental response

(Cmnd 5428,

1973)

is levelled at both strategic and
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2.3.2.
[cont)

individual development proposals.

Note also that the ball

is played

into the local authority's court.

There are no me ntioned obligations

placed on either central government or the developer.

The same

twofold strategic and specific attack is advocated with

regard to poll ut ion in the Royal C om mission on Environmental
Pollution's

5th Report.

It is w ort h noting what

they have to say

over the handling of specific proposals:

"3.55

An environmental
ment

impact assessment of a proposed d e v e l o p 

is clearly of value

is useful

in providing

to a planning authority.

information for residents

It
in the

vicinity pa rticularly if a public inquiry is proposed.
Some degree of technical consensus

is desirable and

should be published before a public

inquiry is opened.

This w ould enable some of the technical
local objectors are not competent

to evaluate

agreed on before the inquiry, while
have

the opportunity

to call

inquiry on those areas

in expert advice before

still outstanding.

14/1975:

suggests

that as much w r i t t e n material

consensus

the inquiry until

is not suggested and

we recommend

However
the material

to the parties

the inquiry opened.

the concept of pre-inquiry

......

as possible

the inquiry.

would u sually be kept confidential

the

S.D.D.

Public Inquiry Procedures

should be circulated before

to be

local people would

Circular

technical

issues whi ch

to

We consider that

technical consensus

is useful:

that the Gov ern men t should give consider at ion
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2 . 3. 2.

to its further development,

especially in the context

[cont)
of E.I.A.s."

However
report wh ic h

(Cmnd 6371,

it is perhaps

1976)

the w o r k of George

Dobry in his final

spells out wit h greatest clarity the need for Impact

Studies w ithi n the British development control

system.

for significant d evelopment Class B proposals:

"2.23

An applicant will be able to submit an
in cases of special

significance and in exceptional

cases will be required

to do so.

norm all y apply to house building.

2.24

The notice requiring an impact
w i thi n 14 days of application.

2.25

'impact s t u d y 1

An Impact Study should describe

This would not
(7.61

- 7.63)

study should be served
(7.63)

the proposal

in detail

and explain the likely effects on its surroundings.
The Dep artment should publish a bu lletin giving
guidance as

to the form and content of an impact study.

(7.64 - 7.65)

2.26

Proposals requiring

impact studies should be

promin ent ly advertised and copies of the study should
be on sale

to the public.

(7.66 - 7.67)"

The key points w h i c h emerge from Dobry's findings are:

This

is a positive/radical

infer legislative change
the power

response for the proposals
......

L.P.A.

to require certain developers

should have
to prepare an

impact study.

The onus

is n o w being placed on the developer although

the L.P.A.

and any other authorities

any relevant

information in the study's preparation.

The analysis must be objective,
exercise

should provide

......

not a public relations

its purpose being to ensure

that the

applicant and others are aware of the project's
environmental

The overall
L.P.A.

consequences.

suggested

time period

should notify wi th in

statement is required.
given 10 weeks

is 6 months.

14 days

Thereafter

to prepare the study,

The

if an impact
the applicant is
leaving 3 months

for the L.P.A.'s decision.

Contents of the study should include details of the
proposed development and an e xplanation of its likely
effect on its surroundings,

particularly:

(a)

traffic,

roads and public transport

(b)

foul and surface wat er drainage

(c)

pub licly provided services

(d)

appearance of neighbou rho od

(e)

employment

(f)

noise and air pollution

(g)

whe the r

the development or its location

constitutes a hazard
(h)

whet her

it is likely to trigger off

other development
(i)

(vi)

investigation of alternative sites

'Public Involvement'
of the proposal,
for public
purchase.

is limited

to the advertisement

the a vailability of the impact study

inspection and a small number available for
The Impact Study in Dobry's

sense is not

seen as a partici pa tio n exercise but rather to serve a
publicity function.

Central Government's
set out in DOE Circular

"Environmental
assisting
August

response

to Dobry's

impact study proposals

113/75:

impact analyses may have a part

to play in

the considerations of m ajor applications,

and in

1974 I appointed a 2-man team to investigate and report

on this matter.

Their work will be completed soon, wh en I

shall study their proposals
parties.

I shall

in doing so."

in co nsultation w it h interested

take Mr Dobry's

recommendations

into account
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.3.3.

R e sear ch Responses

......

is further research a sop to i na ct i on ?

The 2-man study-team referred
and Catlow.

(a)

The following are their terms of reference:

To survey the techniques no w being used or developed
me as ure

(b)

to above are Messrs Thirwall

the environmental

To consider

impact of large scale projects.

the circumstances

in wh ich development proposals

would give rise to the need for environmental
(c)

To consider

the ground

to be covered

impact analysis

in such an analysis

and whe the r any standardized met hod of presenting
required

to

the

information is appropriate.

(d)

Who should prepare and pay for the analysis?

(e)

To make recommendations as to further research,
codificat ion or technical prese nt ati on as thought appropriate

Thirwall and C at l ow have not reported
However an Interim Rep ort was published
considerable publicity and interest.

to date

in May

environmental

impacts mig ht occur.

'76).

1975 whi ch generated

The ir study concluded that

the existing planning system in Britain was
tion of development proposals wh ere

(April

inadequate for the e x a m i n a 

large scale and complex
This was based on the following

four deficiencies:

1.

Lac k of technical expertise w i t hi n planning departments
in local government w h i c h inhibits

2.

the evaluation of impact.

La ck of b ase -line data whi ch prevents
of key issues.

the identification
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2. 3 . 3 .

3.

La ck of detailed

information from the developer.

(Thirwall/

[cont)
C a tlo w noted

that the L.P.A.

data but suffers

is in a position to ask for this

from the constraints of time,

staff shortages

and quantity of planning applications!)
4.

La ck of consid er ati on of alternative

Their overall c onc lusion at this stage was

sites.

that "procedures

be introduced wh ich would enable the environmental

should

implications of

the co mparatively few ma j o r projects coming forward each year
(25 - 40 p.a.)

to be studied

in depth before

they become

too firm,

and which wo uld permit public p ar tic ipa tio n at key points
process.

Such procedures would n ec essitate minor

would facilitate and expedite
They might even result
informed and

legislative changes,

the c on sid er ati on of

in fewer public inquiries,

in the

these projects.
or at least better

less time-consuming ones."

The key points whi ch emerge from these proposals are:

1.

A system of environmental
incorporated

The

latter are defined as

to cover

(Positive/Radical Response)
'proposals wh i c h cause

scale and complex environmental
desirable

should be

in the statutory planning process

certain ma jor proposals.
2.

impact analysis

impacts or wh ere

large
it is

to consider a lte rnative sites and solutions.

(Lack of clear definition)
3.

The overall responsi bi lit y of p rep ar ati on should

lie with

the appropriate planning auth ori ty with pro vis io n for
'call-in'

or initiation by Secretary of State.

Ideally,

AN A PP ROACH TO PROJECT A PPRAISAL UNDER EXISTING D EVELOPMENT CONTROL PROCEDURE

S o u r ce :

Ap plicant Considers Development
Initial Approach to Planning Authority
initial discussions are und ert ake n based
on applicants Development Prospectus

DOE Research
Report No 13

Submits Planning A pp lic ati on
project specification report for preferred
site incorporating technical, personnel
m a nag eme nt and financial information
relating to development

Consider Existing Planning Policies
Strategic, local and site specific

Initial Site Inspection
First analysis of readily
discernable aspects of site

| e of Detailed E val uation
f Techniques to A s s e s s :

Final Refusal
Close File

of

Possible
Re-appraisal by
Central Government
at Appeal or
Public Inquiry

Baseline Studies
of the existing environmental, economic
and social characteristics of the area

____________________
Impact Appraisal
of the implications of the proposed
development on the area from the project
sp eci fication report and baseline studies

Impact Statement
of positive and negative
aspects of the proposed
development

11

Final Issues Report
and R e c om m e n da t i on
kr
to Planning Committee

Make D ecision
and submit to
Secretary of State
if required

10

13
Final Approval
Establish mon it or i n g system based
on indicators identified in
Standard Industrial Questionnaire

12

Issues

(i) Employment
implications
(ii) Housing Demand
(iii) Popu lat ion change
(iv) Noise implications
(v) Air pollution
implications
(vi) Wa ter pollution
implications
(vii) Visual intrusion
viii) Ecological change
(ix) Hydrological
implications
(x) T r ansport
implications

Identification

P re li min ary Appraisal of A ppl ica tio n
Construct impact m a tr i x to identify
major interactions needing further
consideration.
Carry out initial
consultations
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however,
4.

a joint approach with

The E.I.A.

the developer

is envisaged.

should be set in m ot i o n well before

planning application.

the outline

This clearly implies a f ormalization

of the pre- app lic ati on consu lta ti on period.

......

A second maj or research project
Development Control'

'Project Appraisal

has been unde rta ken simultaneously at

University of Aberdeen.
S.D.D. was commissioned

the

This project sponsored by both D.O.E.
in September 1973.

Its

for

and

terms of reference

were:

"to develop metho dol ogi es
potential

for maki ng a balanced appraisal of the

impact of large scale

physical environment,

industrial

development on the

taking economic and social

effects

into

a c c o u n t ."

The project's

initial

related applications

impetus came from the onslaught of oil

in Scotland,

however

outlined in D.O.E. R e se arc h Report No.
Major Industrial Applications:
any maj or development

13

A Manual'

is that in contrast

Catlow Interim Report
nature.

......

'The Asse ssm ent of
is equally applicable

to

type.

The proposed procedures are outlined
which emerges

the m eth od o l og y as

in fig 2.

to both Dobry and

this PADC response

it m e re l y calls

The key factor
the Thirwall/

is of a p osi tive/incremental

for a greater forma li zat ion of

existing a ssessment procedures w ith in the present system of
development control.

In brief

the process begins at the applic at ion
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2.3.3.
[cont)

I 2.3.4.

stage whe n the L.P.A.

should supply the developer wi th a 'Brief for

a Project S pec ifi cat ion Report'

prior to the submission of an application.

This would be a standardized m e tho d of collecting data relating
proposed development whi ch would
identify likely impacts.
checklist exercise.
could

to systematically

From this range of identified impacts

use its own technical expertise

the L.P.A.

to obtain n ece ss ary advice etc.

could then begin appraisal work

to the manual).

the L.P.A.

A simple Impact Ma tr i x is proposed for this

then initiate consultations

The L.P.A.

that

then enable

to the

......

in this it may

(10 technical advice notes are attached

If outside consultants are required

it is recommended

these should be employed by the authority not the developer.

The result of the appraisal w o r k is an Impact Study presented
elected m embe r

to aid decision making,

alternat ive ly

to the

the Secretary of

State.

Two comparative approaches
field.

A point wor th noting here,

conclusion,
wh ereas

therefore exist w it hi n the research
to which we will

is the fact that the P.A.D.C.

return to in the

approach has been published

the final report of the T h i r wa l 1 / Ca t l o w study is 6 months

overdue and speculations are at present being made

that it may not

in fact be published.

P r o f e s s ional Responses

There has been a notable absence of articles on impact analyses
in the professional
the States,

said

journals.

......

G rah am A shworth speaking on E.I.S.s

in
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1.3.4.
[cont)

"Identifying choices

is the planner's business.

Making

them is

the politicians.

The greatest challenge facing our society

today is to ensure

that all dec ision makers are sufficiently

appraised of the long term possibilities and problems
they do not m o r tga ge our long term future for short
(Planner,

so that

term gains."

1974)

One of the most recent opportunities

to assess professional

o p inion on the subject was a symposium held at Kent Univ ers ity in
early October,
Th e proposals

1975,

by the Planning Rese arc h Adv iso ry Council.

set out by Thirw al1 /C atl ow' s

focus of debate.

Inerim Report were

Their reception was generally

the mai n

less than enthusiastic

a representative from the Transport Road Re search L ab oratory went as
far as v iewing E.I.S.s as

'formalized expressions of ignorance'.

Mo re constructive opinions however included an exhuming of

the unused

concept of the Planning Inquiry C ommi ssi on and a need for Central
G o ver nme nt

to provide a framework of clearly defined national policies.

A positive/incremental

response was offered by Royal

Chartered Surveyors.

R.I.C.S.

believe

Institute of

that the existing statutory

framework is adequate for considering both alternative site proposals
and acquiring additional
their ineffective usage
authorities generally

information from the developer.

is derived from the fact that local planning

lack the specialist knowledge required

identify at an early stage all

the relevant issues and,

the available data about proposed projects and
R.I.C.S.

propose

However

that during the informal

(2)

(1)

to

to analyse

their environments.

discussion period between the

local planning authority and developer a decision should be made as
w h eth er an impact analysis

is required,

to

and if so draw up a brief for
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3.4.
ont)

the study.

The developer should be responsible for the p rep aration

and cost of the study.
interprets

It should be the L.P.A. who analyses and

the data contained

in it.

One final viewpoint expressed at the conference wh ich is w orth
considering

is that of Wilfred Burns:

"We n o w need

to see if it is possible

to develop a conceptual

framework to allo w people's perceptions of the different aspects
of their environment

to be linked together and compared

......

we do not always have

to study everything but we should not

miss anything of real

importance.

is n o w so complex,

that in evolving a m e t ho do log y it is essential

to have an ove r v i ew
topics

The decision ma kin g process

......

that might contribute

a structured framework of the key
to better evaluation techniques

the aim is n o w to bring them together

....

in an integrated process.

There will never be a rigid formula for general ap plication
but a guiding framework for evaluation,
incorporating all

the key issues and p articularly relating

item to demographic descriptors,
people,

Other

with emphasis on

the effects on groups of

and the cont rib uti on of social goals."

than those views expressed at the above Conference,

the

most active pro fession wi th regard to Impact Statements has been
the Institute of Civil Engineers.
of environmental

planning

realized and have promoted

^See

They believe

that some form

is ne cessary if orderly growth

is to be

the idea of a simplified Leopold-Matrix^

L E OPOL D LUNA B et al„, A Procedure for Evaluating Environmental
Impact, Geological Survey Circular 645, Washington:
Gov. Printing
Office

(1971)
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.3.4.
contd)

to fulfill

the following objectives:

An E.I.S. must be

(i)

Accurate enough to rank w ith economic and
technical

(ii)

judgements on the project.

Exhaustive enough to wi ths tan d public
examination.

(iii)

Clear enough to be understood by reasonably
experienced and

intelligent members

of the

public.

The I.C.E.'s m at r ix (see figure 3)
checklist of possible

is still essentially only a

impacts with a brief assessment of importance

(positive or negative)

and space for different

inteies t groups

make subjective judgements about

the relative weights

to the effects

A synopsis of the I.C.E.

(1 - 10 scale).

to

to be given
procedures

is given below:

1.

Developer scans checklist
marks

2.

in Section 1 of the m at r ix

each item where he discerns a possible

and

impact.

For each mark ed item he prepares an impact statement
describing

the nature,

m a gnit ud e and extent of impact.

The statement will be quantified w here ver possible but
will not end up wit h a single figure of magnitude.

Any

such figure wou ld conceal different value judgements.
3.

Fr om each impact statement

the developer makes his own

assessment of importance on a scale of 1 to 10 (positive or
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2.3.4.
(cont)

negative).

This

is w r i t te n into the matrix.

Each is

a value judgement whi ch others may contest.
4.

The developer

issues

to interested parties his

ma tr i x supported by his

impact statements

wh ich contains a figure for assessed
5.

for each square

importance.

Interested parties will almost certainly offer
value judgements on the

completed

different

'importance of certain impacts'

and offer additional or conflicting facts on some of the
impact statements.
6.
|

The end of the process

is a set of decisions

political

that they reconcile

in the sense

and compromise between i r r e c o n c i l a b l es .
assessment procedures

the

reconcilable

The impact

seek to help this process by exposing

as clearly as possible
value judgement and

that are

the difference bet wee n fact and

treating each in an orderly manner.

It does not offer a single final figure for total

I

environmental

impact because any such figure would need

incorporate m assi ve and irreconcilable value judgements
about different squares

in the matrix.

to
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2.3.5.

Conclus ion

Before attempting

to draw any conclusions

attitudes w hich have been outlined
mu st be made
introduce

1.

from the various

in this chapter a brief m e n t io n

to two important factors against wh ich any attempt

to

the concept of Impact Studies must be considered:

Current Economic Climate

Due

to the current economic crisis wi th

and industrial

investment at an all

1.5 m i ll i on unemployed

time low the principle

National Policy w ithout quest ion is to encourage
exports.

W it h i n such a climate

investment and

it is increasingly difficult

to

justify the possibil ity of delay in major development projects.
This attitude

is clearly spelt out in D.O.E.

Circular 9/76:

"An applicart should still get a decision as quickly as possible
consistent with proper consi der at ion of the planning merits
of the development he proposes.

This

is particularly

important n o w that the cost of delay to ma jor h o u s i n g ,
industry and commercial de velopment is so h i g h .

Planning Perm iss ion should be granted unless
planning reasons for refusal.

The onus

there is sound

therefore

the au thority to show that proposed development
rather than the applicant

Circulars

lies on

is not acceptable,

to show that it is.

30/72 and 171/74 said

that priorities

should be given
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2.3.5.
(cont)

to majo r

industrial development and h o u s i n g .

These should

remain."

Thus unless a very convincing argument can be m ade
Impact Studies can indeed reduce
which I believe

they have

the delay in the decision process,

the ability

to do,

their formal

introduction into the British Planning system (i.e.
will be very difficult
More ove r

to achieve

if an incremental

is suggesting

statutory)

in such an economic climate.

response

is made as present opinion

it will be very difficult

present over-riding need

that

to encourage

to enforce given the

investment and exports.

The Spread of Corporate Planning W i t h i n Local Government

This

second factor

is of a mo re favourable character.

m ov em ent of Corporate Planning has
structures and processes
examine for a m o me nt
planning

(a)

The

injected n e w manag em ent

into local government.

If we can

the ideas w h ic h underlie corporate

......

the ide ntification of needs present and foreseen
for the environment,

(b)

the setting of goals and objectives

in relation to

these needs,
(c)

the for mul ati on of alternatives

in achieving these

objectives,
(d)

the e val uation of these alternatives
use of resources and effects,

in terms of their
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(e)

2.3.5.
(cont)

the m aki ng of decisions

in the light of the evaluation

process,
(f)

the translation of decisions

(g)

the m oni to rin g of results

......

and

then re-examine

into manageri al action,

......

a continuous process.

the ideas wh i c h underlie

project appraisal process advocated by P.A.D.C.
betw een these two rational mo de ls wit h

the parallels

their comprehensive,

explicit and evaluative procedures becomes all

Take for example

too clear.

the d efin iti on of P.P.B.S.

This

technique whi ch gives clarity to political choice
a way of presenting

the

is a

......

it is

information in a systematic way so as to

expose policy choices, ma kin g as explicit as possible

the costs

and consequences of these choices.

If we forget about monetary

values

serve an impact study.

then the same definiti on will

t
Thus

if the onus of the impact study is to be placed on the

local authority its reception will be facilitated

in those authorities

wh ere already a corporate outl ook is being adopted.

G iv en these two factors and the various responses w hich have been
examined

in this chapter in w hich d i rect ion are we moving:

least change,

positive/i ncr em ent al

negative/

change or positive/radical change?

In v ie w of the fact that kno wle dge and awareness of the environment,
and of
also

the effects of development on the environment,

are increasing and

that the present planning system as currently operated does not
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2.3.5.
(cont)

always produce a sufficiently rigorous analysis of the consequences
of proposed developments,

I shall eliminate

the negative/least

change response.

T he
with

improvement of the current planning mac h i n er y is thus

two possibilities.

of attempting

In m y op inion given the gross difficulties

to secure

information from developers

situation would be one of radical change
statutory power either

towards

......

to the respective L.P.A.

to initiate an Impact Study.
point

left

However

incremental change.

the ideal

i.e.

to give

or Secretary of State

the realities of the situation

Given:

1.

The present economic climate.

2.

The disfavour voiced against

the T hi r w al l / Ca t l ow Interim

Re por t and the non- app ear an ce of the Final Report.
3.

The h eavy c rit icism w h ich has fallen on the American
m a nd a t or y system.

4.

The not

too distant possibility of E uropean

'harmonization'

of legislation and standards.

I do not

think we will witness

of the planning process.

in the immediate future a tinkering

Instead we will

see Central Government

drawing a ttention to local authorities and developers

the need for

rigorous analysis of majo r environm ent all y sensitive projects.

An approach

to project appraisal under existing development

control procedures as devised by the P.A.D.C.
of Abe rd e e n (DOE R esea rch R eport No 13

team at the University
'The A ssessment of
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2.3.5.
(cont)

Major

Industrial Applications

:

A Manual) will

itself on the desk of planning officers

soon be finding

throughout

the country.

I have a very great respect for this study and v i e w the
as a m aj or step forward

towards

m a j or development applications.
are that perhaps

the goal of rigorous analysis of
My only reservations on the study

insufficient stress has been laid on the p r e 

appl ica tio n period and above all without
power

’Manual'

the nec ess ary enforcement

it will require very persuasive personalities

results from the procedures outlined

to produce

in the Manual.

The analysis of the consequences of development m ay be the very
stuff of the British Planning System but as to w hether
approach will bear
but speculate.

this persuasive

the possible fruits of rigorous analysis we can
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Section 3

Part 1

3.1.1.

Problems of Implementation

Questions

to be Answered

Introduction

Any form of Impact Study wh ether m a nd ato ry or otherwise will
pose various procedural and a dmi nistrative problems.

What follows

in Part 1 of this section is a set of questions and answers.
questions do not profess

to be a comprehensive coverage of the problems

likely to occur but I believe
no doubt

These

they cover certain key areas.

I have

that practising planners could add further relevant

considerations.
and have attempted
The keynote

The answers given to these questions are my own
to be as broad as possible

to these responses

in their outlook.

is not deliberate vagueness but rather

flexibility I

In Part 2 of this section problems specifically related

to

meth odo log y are discussed.

3.1.2.

If impact analysis

is thought

major development proposals,

to be helpful

in the handling of

to what sorts should

it a p p l y ?

H ow can these developments be d e f i n e d ?

Possible
combination:

(i)

area

identification parameters mig ht

include alone or in
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.1.2.
(cont)

(ii)

majo r departures

from approved development plans

and/or existing planning policies

including financial

budgets
(iii)

proposals of national or regional

significance

(iv)

particular

(v)

particular sizes of development

(vi)

proposals of a contentious nature

(vii)

proposals whi ch have a significant impact on the

types of development

physical environment as well as on local employment
and level of service p ro vision (function of size
and area)

With regard

to d efi nition by area

Coastal Planning Guidelines
would be required

(September

(i)

the experience of S.D.D.'s

1974)

than central government's

suggests

that more detail

superficial attempt at

trend planning via preferred conserv ati on and development zones.
Could impact,

therefore,

plan preparation,

revi ew and m o nito rin g procedures

impact abatement zones?
people will

po ssibly be seen in the context of structure

H owever

seldom acquiesce

similar

there is the pr obl em that local

in comparison wi th another area

This would bring charges of 1st and 2nd class areas

to the outcry of the recent National Park proposals.

This would also be less flexible
positively i.e.

than using

the structure plan

by clearly defining w here development will be

restricted and where it will be encouraged.
possible

perhaps

to the suggestion that their area

does not m eri t an impact analysis
that does.

......

identification parameter

If area is to be a

it should rather determine

of impact study to be prepared not wh eth er

the type

it will or will not be done.
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3.1.2.
(cont)

Size of development

(v)

is also questionable because

size of impact not development
development m ay promote major
process

that is the key issue.

it is

A small

impacts either due to a particular

involved or because of

its relative

situation.

The parameter of greatest definit ion capability is probably
project

type (iv).

government

The possib il ity exists

for central

to provide a list of potential developments requiring

impact analysis.

Such a form of central guidance would be a w arning

aid to both local authorities and developers of the likelihood of an
impact study requirement.
perhaps

Central guidance would also be necessary

in relation to parameter

(iii).

However all

the other

factors of identification focus on the flexibility of interpretation
at the local

level.

This will promote problems of the type envisaged

in Dobry's proposed "Class A" and "Class B" app lication categorization.
It is m y belief

that such flexible de finition standards will also

require an intensification of the pre-applic ati on in formal
discussion period.

3.1.3.

Given these flexible definitions,

h ow can one enforce the requirement

for an Impact S t u d y ?

Enforcement

is a word whi ch planners

However in this context

try to avoid using.

it is h ardly even applicable for it has been

shown that the present climate of opinion is in favour of the more
effective use of the existing system rather
n e w statutory powers.
central government

Enforcement

'persuasion*

than the introduction of

therefore must

take the form of

to both local authorities and
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3.1.3.
(cont)

developers

for the need for rigorous analysis of maj or env ir onmentally

sensitive projects.

The n on-too juicy carrots

to be dangled would

include:

(a)

reduction in local authority costs

in assessing major

de velopment applications
(b)

reduction in the delays often faced by developers.

A vo lu nt a r y system backed by central
merits of flexibility but perhaps

’persuasion'

it overestimates

has

the

the ent husiasm

with whi ch a developer will volu nta ril y provide required information
and a poor

local authority will

suddenly revitalize its assessment

procedures.

3.1.4.

Should a requirement distinc tio n be made be tween the public and
private development s e c t o rs ?

Gi v e n the fact

that statutory undertakers have both a

statutory obligat io n to provide a service via

their respective acts

and a statutory obl igation to have due regard

to amenity via the

Countryside Acts,

that public sector

developments
given also

opin ion is sometimes voiced

should be exempt from any impact procedures.

that trunk and special roads, wa te r schemes,

and majo r overhead

transmission lines,

and the N.C.B.

all have major

at Min isterial

level via

power stations

developments by B.G.C.,

B.A.A.

impacts and are increasingly resolved

the public

local inquiry,

that the q uestion is not exemption but perhaps
different

However

type of impact study.

it is my belief

the need for a
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3.1.4.
(cont)

A feature of many public sector developments
of decisions

(a)

is the hi erarchy

involved:

Decisions of broad policy e.g. h o w man y power stations and
what

types?

national

At this

level,

decisions are dependent on

economic and political considerations.

Studies are as important at this
important

level

Impact

if not more

than analysis of the impact of a particular

project.

(b)

This next
and

level of decision ma y

the places

in wh ich

in accordance wi th

involve

individual

(a) above.

the order in which

projects can be developed

This would

include an

assessment of alternative modes of operation and alternative
sites.

(c)

Fi nally there are the choices of detailed design etc.
the actual chosen site.

An impact study at this

should be carried out wh en the choice
discussion.

on

level

is still open to

e.g. Forced or natural draught cooling

towers.

In support of the argument for the inclusion of public sector
developments

it should be remembered

that m a n y private firms are

supported by Govern men t Agencies or Departments more or less openly.
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3.1.5.

Who should prepare

To answer

the Impact S t u d y ?

this que stion it not only requires an identifi cat ion

of the possible roles be tween the developer,
de cision authority wh ether

consultants and ult ima te

it be the district council,

regional, council or appropriate

county or

Secretary of State but also

important question of resource constraints

......

the

nam ely finance,

time and man power expertise.

Section 2, Part 2, has established
necessary

the fact

that information

to prepare an Impact Study is held by:

(i)

the developer

(ii)

the district authority

(iii)

the r egi onal/county authority

(iv)

in some cases

involving

'national

interest'

the

appropriate Secretary of State.

The first important step appears

to be to establish a w or ki ng

relationship between the administrative hier arc hy
(i v ) .

This

(ii),

(iii)

situation is complicated by the 2-tier split

functions at the local
be felt at the district

level.

and

in planning

The greatest force of impact will

level and therefore

the incorporation of

local knowledge and expertise is important.

However such ma jor

applications as are being considered will nor mally impinge on
strategic policies and ma y be

'called in'

by the region/county.

Co-opera tio n between the district and region/county must be encouraged.
In theory this appears an all

too logical and feasible proposal.

In
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3.1.5.
(cont)

practise,

however,

man y of these 2-tier relationships are often

characterized by clashes of personalities and policies.

The

es tablishment of liaison worki ng parties should nevertheless
be encouraged.

The

resource functions

However,

latter would offer the potential pooling of

i.e.

expertise and a sharing of financial costs.

it is still questionable whe the r

and the assembling of a suitably qualified
study in sufficient
authority.

the problems of finance

team to conduct an impact

time could be entirely overcome

in every

L.P.A.'s are geared to their normal w o r k load

major projects

requiring

study could be argued

the extra effort

local
......

implied by an impact

to fall outwith this w or k norm.

Priority

should not be given to a m ajor ap pl ication at the expense of routine
matters.

A L.P.A.

should rather concentrate on implementing

defined policy standpoint which would effectively be derived
baseline

studies and be a continuing process.

its
from

W he n confronted wit h

a m ajor applic ati on its first r esponsibility is to review the a pp lication
in the light of existing policy and not allo w its general w o r k programme
to be dislocated.

The situation is further complicated by the fact
applications
being

requiring an impact study have a high pr oba bility of

'called in'

problems:

by the Secretary of State.

there is a wide spr ead

Gove rnm ent on the likelihood of a
Central Govern men t can affect
as by

that ma ny

'calling in'

further

lack of guidance by Central
'call-in'

on particular applications.

the procedures as much by keeping quiet,

the application.

the following questions:

This creates

The L.P.A.

should ask itself
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3.1.5.
(cont)

Is the proposal of national

significance?

Are there alternative

in other regions?

Is the proposal

sites

likely to end up in appeal?

But even then it would be to the benefit of both the L.P.A.
the developer

if central government's position was made clear as

early as possible.
de cision ma ker and

This would a l low identification of the ultimate
the other participants

process could adapt

w hi c h will be of local/regional
a statement

to present

deciding wh eth er or not
m i s ta k e n that a

in the decision m aking

their roles accordingly.

that even though an a ppl ication is

prepare

and

It should be stressed

'called-in'

impact.

there are many issues

Also a L.P.A.

at the subsequent public

to support a development.

'called-in'

has

to

inquiry,

It should not be

app lic ati on au tomatically

leads

to an

impact study being prepared by central government.

G iven these situations,

there appears

to be various options as

to who should prepare and pay for the impact study:

(A)

The developer via

the employment of consultants

prepare and pay for the Impact Study.

This

should

follows

polluter should pay'

philosophy.

w o rking brief should

be agreed upon by the L.P.A.

developer.
involved

The consultant's

If the interest of central government

they should also be included

preparation.

'the

and the
is

in the brief

The role of the L.P.A. would be a liaison

function b etween the developer,

consultants,

and

the L.P.A. would main tai n

the elected member

......

the public
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3.1.5.
(cont)

a wat c h i ng brief on the agreed w or k programme.
m ai n t a i n

that a good consultant

One can

irrespective of who engages

h i m should produce an impartial assessment of impact.
L.P.A. would also be in receipt of expert advice.

The

However

the p rob lem of possible bias could result in the L.P.A.
ha vi ng

to ma ke

really defeats

their own independent assessment which
the wh ole purpose of the exercise.

One must consider also the situation of the promoters
of small
wo ul d

scale projects which have

such developers be able

large scale impacts

to afford

......

the cost of employing

consultants?

The strongest cases perhaps

for the payment and

pr e p a ra t i on of the Impact Study being made by the developer
are:

(1)

Whe re

the L.P.A.

clearly intends

de ve lopment proposal and

to refuse

the developer

the

intends

to appeal.
(2)

Where

the possibility exist of speculative

applications.

(B)

A joint approach should be un de rtaken betw een the developer
and

the L.P.A. w hi ch would

in for mation supply:

include a sharing of costs and
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3.1.5.
(cont)

(i)

The developer should be responsible for a
full project description.
along

This would be

the lines of the Project Sp ecification

Report as outlined
This may involve

in the P.A.D.C.

study.

the employment of consultants

by the developer.
(ii)

The L.P.A.

should be responsible for conducting

baseline studies of the local environment.
(iii)

Finally

the L.P.A.

assessing
ma y also
However

should be responsible for

the impact of (i) on (ii).
include

This

the employment of consultants.

these could

include public agencies

u n dertaking wo rk on a non payment basis as
well as private firms.
finance

Over

the qu estion of

this could fall on the local authority

or assistance could be given in whole or part
from either

the developer or central

government.

Both the P.A.D.C.
have adopted

(C)

and T h ir w a l 1 /C a t lo w studies

this joint approach.

The role whic h Central Gov ern men t migh t play could include:

(i)

The

'calling-in'

of applications and

the

a p pointment of consultants as in the Loch
Carron and Loch Broom studies.
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3.1.5.
(cont)

(ii)

The pr ovision of finance and

the devolved

responsibility of the Impact Study given to
the respective
(iii)

local authority.

The provision of

technical

in the processes of B(ii)

expertise
and

(iii)

to assist
above.

Once could envisage a roving unit attached
both S.D.D.

to

and D.O.E. which would provide

and supplement expertise during
period of a ma jor application.

the processing
However

the

recognition of the independence of this unit
would be essential

especially in relation to

the cases wh ich will end up in a public
inquiry.

Otherwise

local

it is likely that

central g overnment will be challenged with:
(a)

providing

the R e p o r t e r / I n s p e c t o r ,

(b)

assessing

the Inspector's Report for

the Mini ste r and
(c)

identifying the key issues

to be raised

at the inquiry by their involvement

in

the impact study preparation.

O bv iou sly

there are multifa rio us deviations from these three

broad respo nsi bi lit y options.
C a t l o w responses

I believe

a t tra cti on simply because
likewise

local

the P.A.D.C.

and the Thirwall/

the joint approach offers

the greatest

the developer knows his own plans best and

the local authority has

data on the

Like

environment.

the greatest capacity

to coordinate
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3.1.6.

What

information can planners reasonably expect

the developer to

provide and what data can planners reasonably a s k ?

It has been established

that rigorous appraisal

is highly

dependent on the information received from the developer.

However

certain considerations

the

should be borne

in mind

to determine

degree of comprehensive coverage sought.

(i)

The fewer questions asked
to be.

This

the better answers

focuses on the need

to isolate

key issues relevant to the application.

tend
the

A balance

must be sought b etween quantity and quality.

(ii)

The questions asked must be clear and concise otherwise
the developer ma y play on a L.P.A.'s mudd led
and the answers received will be couched

ignorance

in useless

vagueness.

(iii)

A L.P.A.

is very restricted on the grounds on wh i c h it

can refuse an application.
made

Thus an argument can be

that muc h of the information collected can represent

a w asted effort if it cannot be used
contribute

to demonstrably

to the granting or refusal of planning

permission.

This

represents a very n a rr o w v i e w of

development control.

Surely information collected via

the Impact Study can be fed

through

to the data base

of development planning and policies?
the argument

is particul arl y vehement

However,

if

this must raise
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3.1.6.
(cont)

further questions:
the planner

if it is not the re sponsibility of

to ask for certain information then whose

re sp onsibility

is it?

Is there a need for the

establishment of a corporate

liaison group

the impact of maj or developments?

The

to analyse

latter is an

important c onsideration given the parallels already
drawn be tween the rational
corporate planning and

thinking inherent

in both

the impact study.

(Section 2, Part 3).

(iv)

Finally

the pr oblem of con fidentiality of information

must also be considered.

Information received with

an applic ati on is available for public

inspection.^

Also the contents of an impact study would be made
public as soon as such a study was presented at
meetings of

the council.

The presence of these data constraints clearly emphasizes
gross probl em which must

inevitably be faced

if the approach

the
to

the implementation of an impact study is to be of a 'persuasive
n a t u r e '.

Town and Country Planning Act 1971, Section 34 (3)
Town and Country Planning General Development (Amendment)
Order 1974, Article 17
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1972, Section 31 (4)
Town and Country Planning General De velopment (Scotland)
Order 1975, Article 15 (1)
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3.1.7.

At what stage in the decision process should an impact study be p r e p a r e d ?

To simplify this answer

it will be assumed

prepar ati on approach as outlined
Thus

in 3.1.5.

that

the joint

B is to be adopted.

it is a 3 stage preparatory process:

1.

The developer's project specific ati on report

2.

The L.P.A.'s baseline studies

3.

The L.P.A.'s assessment procedures.

As discussed

in paragraph 2.1.7.

the only distinct point

in

the time framework of the h andling of a majo r ap pli cation is the
date on whic h an appli cat ion is formally submitted.
temporal directions
(1)
(2)

In both

from this date i.e.

the informal pre- app li cat ion consult ati on period,

and

the post a ppl ication de cision period

there is a high degree of temporal
applications.

The

importance of the app lic at ion date should not

be undermined for this represents
the public and

flexibility be tween individual

the elected member.

informally involved prior

the formal

involvement of both

However both groups ma y be

to the a p plic ati on date

if either at the

discretion or indiscretion of the developer and/or

local authority

information is made kn ow n of a pending application.

In my opinion the key issue wit h regard

to timing

lies

in the

question of h o w mu ch of the impact study's p reparatory process can
or should be done in the p re -ap pli cat ion period.
process

is applicable

Stage 3 in the

to any app li cat ion however m i nor and thus

this
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3.1.7.
(cont)

mus t be carried out in the post appli cat ion submission period.
Ho wever
time
not

this assessment procedure must be carried out w it hi n a strict

limit for it is the aim of the impact study to reduce uncertainty
to prolong

m on th

it.

Both Do bry and the P.A.D.C.

time period as feasible.

2 of the p reparatory process
carried out simultaneously

study regard a 6

H owever w i t h regard

it is my belief

to Stages

1 and

that both should be

in the pre-ap pli ca tio n period.

Initial

discussions would reveal wh eth er or not an Impact Study was required.
Th ere aft er both the developer and
their allotted

tasks.

w i t h d r a w faced wi th
report.
date

the L.P.A. would proceed with

A speculative developer might at this point

the task of preparing a project specification

Even though this withdrawal was made at a relatively

the L.P.A.'s baseline

late

studies would not be wasted effort for

they could be fed in p ositively

to local plan preparation.

subsequent result w ould be a prepared L.P.A.,

The

in receipt of an

ap pli cat ion accompanied by a detailed project specification report,
and n ow ready to begin assessment procedures.
remains

is the extent

should be involved
Since Stages

The only problem which

to w h ic h both public and

the elected member

in this n o w formalized pre -ap pl ica tio n period.

1 and 2 do not involve any assessment of impact I feel

that the only degree of involvement required,

if ne cessary at all,

the disclosure of the fact that an impact study had been initiated.
This would satisfy the public confidence

that adequate appraisal

procedures were being given to the application.

is
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Se ction 3

Part 2

Problems of Implementation

Con sid era tio n of Me th odologies

"We have

to be clear that wh ate ver

techniques we use

cannot me asure everything,

and wise judgement

needed

Indeed value judgement becomes even

in large measure.

more important w h e n man y variables

involved

situation become mor e fully appreciated.
makers

in the planning process must

considered.

At what stage should

can the work of the technical
the public be organised
(Wilfred Burns

3.2.1.

today, we

is still

in any planning
The role of decision

therefore be carefully
they be involved and ho w

expert,

the de cision maker and

to the greatest effect?"

in Lichfield,

1975)

Introduction

It is the purpose of this final chapter
d i mension of problems associated w ith
of impact studies.
relate

to examine yet another

the possible

implementation

These are problems of a technical nature which

to Stage 3 in the prep ara tio n process of the impact study

i.e.

the assesssment procedures of the L.P.A.

ma de

to discover how this part of the Impact Study i.e.

analysis
relate

......

itself

An attempt will be

, the wo r k of the technical expert,

to both the decision m ak e r and

the impact

can best

the general public.
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3.2.2.

An Inf orm ati on Document

An Impact Study is not a decision document.
to usurp

the rightful

representative.

It does not claim

decision ma ki ng role of the elected

Rather,

its use is conceived as primarily an

information document serving as an objective aid
making process.

The Impact Study is designed

pr es e ntat ion of objective factual

in the decision

to be a

information.

This

'comprehensive'
information

is directed at three potential users:

(i)

.......

The Formal Dec ision-makers

council or the Secretary of State.
used not only to aid
but such a balanced

either the local
Evidence can be

the process of de cision making
'comprehensive'

appraisal may

also provide the policy makers with a well argued
stance against stropgsectional
Information may also be used
conceived decisions.

pressures.

in defence of p r e 

However

the increasing

pressures placed on the elected representatives
justify
terms of

their decisions publicly and
the differential

to

to do so in

effects of the options for

the well being of members of the community
important safeguard against

is an

the possible abuse of the

Impact Study as a paper exercise used only selectively
to justify p reconceived political decisions.

(ii)

Any mem be r of the general public who ma y want
pa rticipate at any stage during

to

the overall process of
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arriving at decisions.

3.2.2.
(cont)

Public availabil ity of

information is essential.
are to be affected

If members of

the public

then they should be made aware.

If a balanced appraisal

is made available

to them then

the p oss ibility exists for a more balanced reasoned
debate rather than the endless pursuance of biased
sectional or even personal

interests,

all too common of the present public

(iii)

The Dev eloper

It would provide reasons

in far more explicit

generalities as
if the will

inquiry system.

is also a potential user of the findings

of an Impact Study.
refusal

a characteristic

terms

than such present

'interest of amenity'

is there,

for

and furthermore,

it could also provide ground

for further discussion and possible compromise
e.g.

acceptance of conditions of consent or in pre paration

of a planning agreement.^-

To arrive at this final goal
L.P.A.

i.e.

an information document,

the

should give co nsi deration to the following 4 key components

in their preparation of an Impact Study:

1.

Impact Identification

2.

Impact M eas ure men t

3.

Impact Interpretation

4.

Impact Communic ati on to Information Users.

Town and Country Planning Act, 1971,
To wn and Country Planning (Scotland)

Section 52
Act 1972, Section 50
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3.2.3.

Impact

Identification

Identifi cat ion constitutes an inventory into the impacts
likely to be generated by the project.

It provides a framework

for the organisa tio n of issues which will assist
inquiry

into environmental

impact.

This

attempt

to identify all significant impacts and

on the mo st significant considerations
issues).

The

latter is a professional

should reflect values,

There appear

step

(i.e.

in the systematic

in the process

should

then focus attention

identification of key

judgement but one which

problems and perceptions of those affected.

to be two important c onsiderations

in this i de n ti 

fication process:

1.

The scope of the study.

2.

The methods available

to al l o w information to be organised

in a technically accurate and comprehensive form.

Ideally the study should be
obviously there are limitations
process,

'comprehensive'

in scope.

However,

to the breadth of the inventory

some of wh i c h are deliberate so as to avoid

unma nag ea bly complex and others whi ch are unavoidable
of imperfect knowledge and understanding.

the study becoming
simply because

'Comprehensiveness'

operates under 3 identifiable constraints:

(1)

Uncertainty:
w it h i n defined

An Impact Study should aim at producing information
limits of uncertainty.

It should avoid

the

c o llection of dis pro portionate amounts of data that may have
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3.2.3.
(cont)

little relevance
questions wh ich

(a)

in the reduction of uncertainty.
the L.P.A. migh t ask itself could

Appropriate
include:

H o w much mo n e y and effort should be devoted

to

reducing uncertainty?
(b)

What

is the significance of u nce rtainty

in the

decision in question?
(c)

H o w mu ch reduction of unc ert ain ty can be achieved
by further study?

(2)

Time:

The

impact

identification process must delimit itself by

some temporal cut off point.
and operational
h o w far should

impacts.

However beyond

impacts?

The

types of potential

induced developments and

site expansion by the development
L.P.A.

this point

in time

(This decision again involves

constraint of uncertainty).
include

include both constructional

the identifications process seek to investigate

future potential

would

It should

is not committed

the

impacts

the po ssibility of on

in question.

Give n that the

to either of these developments

since

both types will be the subject of future planning applications
the immediate answer may be to defer consi der ati on to such
future a p plic ati on dates.
development

it appears

that certain

types are characterized by these onsite expansion

and mul tip li er effect
C.E.G.B.

However

to select

tendencies

(e.g.

twin or even triple station sites;

natural affinity of oil refineries
industries).

the tendency of the

Therefore

the

to attract petrochemical

in certain cases

should be taken into account

and

the cumulative

impacts

in the identification process.
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3.2.3.
(cont)

(3)

Space:

Ag ai n the impact identification process should operate

w it hi n some form of spatial

framework.

However

the spatial

delimitations are far more complex than the simple c at e g or i z a t i o n
of the time c ontinuum into construction,
impacts.
boundary.

Each identified

operational

and future

impact will have a different spatial

These boundaries ma y not always conform with

those

of the local authority and may require consultations with
neighbou rin g authorities.
cation of the various

To a large extent

impacts associated wi th

will be a function of the spatial boundaries

the area i d e n t i f i 
the development
for whi ch info rma ti on

has been obtained for the baseline studies.

These may include:

(a)

The boundary

for strategic planning purposes.

(b)

The boundary

for local planning purposes.

(c)

The boundary

of

(d)

Any other boundary for wh ich

the appli cat io n site.
information is

available e.g. Reg ist rar General's e numeration
districts and D epartment of Employment's

local

employment.

These

initial boundaries would have been based on the range of

likely impacts.
certain impacts

If however at the identification stage
transgress

these defined boundaries

should be sufficiently flexible

to enlarge

the system

the original spatial

framework.

Gi ve n these three constraints of uncertainty,
L.P.A.

should still

strive

towards

the goal of

time and space the

'manageable
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3.2.3.
(cont)

comprehensiveness'.

If all significant

because of the limited
L . P . A .........
rather
study

impacts are not identified

temporal and spatial horizons adopted by the

or indeed because of a n ar r o w professional outlook

than an interdisciplinary approach
is not

likely to improve

.......

the capacity

to make

the final

impact

informed rational

decisions.

There are four distinct
impact

identification.

types of metho dol ogi es applicable

to

These have been drawn mai nly from the

Am er ica n experience where each has been practised with varying
degrees of success:

(1)

Checklists and Ch ecklist-type M a t r i c e s :
a list of environmental
impacts.

parameters

It does not require

cause effect

linkages

A checklist is simply

to be investigated for possible

the establishment of direct

to project activities.

ma tr ix such as that developed by Leopold
Circular 645,

1971)

The checklist-type

(Geological

Survey

is a c omb ination of two checklists which

establish the direct effect be tween a project's causative actions
and environmental components.

The

inherent advantage of such methods

......

both as an initial guide

clear display format to potential
as a safeguard versus
However

is their simplicity

to the L.P.A.

and

later as a

information users.

They act

the possible omm iss ion of certain factors.

these are static frameworks wh ic h suggest only direct

effects.
little help

The checklist or ch ecklist-type m a tri x provides
in identifying

inter-related,

/

jointly caused or
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3.2.3.
[cont)

cumulative

impacts.

They do not represent a mutua ll y

exclusive method and

thus substantial

for double counting.
used

M oreo ver

opportunities may arise

if standard checklists are

these may not include all significant factors.

these disadvantages,
these m ethods

however,

the immediate attractiveness of

is their simplicity,

because

in this context

we are considering

the introduction of a n e w concept

planning process.

In direct response

checklists relating

be supplied by central government.
effects

matters of central policy.
of

the local professional,

to the

to the last criticism

to specific development

identification of potential

Given

types could surely

This would a llow the
that are

important as

To these could be added

the concerns

elected me mbe r and public according

to particular circumstances.

(2)

Cross

Impact M a t r i c e s / N e t w o r k s :

from the Leopold

The cross

type m at r i x in that it shows

and feedbacks rather

than simple

of project activities

two-way linkages

1st order relationships

(see Theodore Wir th and Associates).

networks.

impact m at r i x differs

Networks wo rk from a list

to establish cause-con dit ion -ef fec t

These approaches generally define a set of possible

networks and all ow the user to identify impacts by selecting
and tracing out the appropriate actions.
Sorensen;
networks

and Julius Kane)

impact matrices and

seek to go a stage further than the methods described

in category (1).
whereas

Both cross

(See the wo rk of

The

these me thods

latter sought

'comprehensiveness'

seek to understand

They are increasingly mor e difficult

the relationships.

to complete and may be
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3.2.3.
(cont)

totally unintell igi ble

to the layman and for both

their a doption does not seem entirely appropriate

these reasons
to an

inexperienced public and planning profession.

(3)

Overlays:

These consist of sets of maps of environmental

characteristics

for a project area.

They are overlayed

produce a composite charac ter iza tio n of the regional
Impacts are then identified by noting

1972;

and Nehmanetal,

The maj or constraint of this method
comprehensive.

(see McHarg,

1973).

is that it is only mod era te ly

lies

to ensure visual

clarity.

in this visual dimension.

method wit h respect of large regional
section problems

(e.g.

Ad hoc m e t h o d s :

These mi gh

However

It can clearly

illuminate complex spatial patterns and consequently

(4)

1969;

Ten overlays would perhaps be the m a ximu m

n umber whi ch could be used
its strength

environment.

the impacted environmental

characteristics w ithi n the project boundaries
Krauskopf and Bunde,

to

is a good

developments and corridor

road or pipeline alignments).

include

the more

of public m eetings and opinion s u r v e y s .

traditional methods

These suffer from the

problems of insufficient publicity and unrepres en tat ive attendance.
It is important

to incorporate group views and

interests,

but

at this early stage of impact identification these participatory
me thods are of doubtful value since all po tentially affected
groups are not sufficiently capable of perceiving
of a project.

A more positive me tho d

the effects

for eliciting key factors

and conflicting assumptions about potential

impacts

is perhaps

av ailable

through the use of gaming

of Armst ron g and Hobson).

These

techniques

techniques operate

wo rks hop setting and are specifically designed
m ul ti p le and conflicting judgements
rather

than a standard checklist

in the

to incorporate

in a particular situation

to fit all situations.

represent a more structured approach
liaison work ing parties.

(see the work

They

to the present practise of

The success of such a technique would

be very mu ch a function of the number and personalities of the
participants

involved.

It is not my belief

that such exercises

can guarantee a comprehensive coverage of potential
1R o u n d - t h e - t a b l e ' controversy could also prolong

impacts.

the id e n t if i 

cation process.

Gi ven these four potential me thods
personally favour

for impact identification I,

the checklist approach for the reasons outlined.

This method has also been adopted by the P.A.D.C.

study.

Impact Measur eme nt

"What is a cynic?
A man who knows

the price of everything and the value of nothing.
Oscar Wilde.

Impact m e as u r eme nt denotes m a gnit ud e
each impact.

What

is required

can often be defined
judgement.

process either via

the probable extent of

is a m ea s ur e m en t of s c a l e .

largely on fact.

However should

i.e.

It represents a professional

there be flaws

lack of information,

This

in this meas ure men t

predictive skills or
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3.2.4.
(cont)

uncer tai nty then it is essential

that

the information user should be

aware of the degree of certa int y/p ro bab ili ty attached

to impact predictions.

M ea su r em e n t of scale does not automati cal ly m ea n quantification.
W here possible,
by quantified
If this were

statements of likely impact should be accompanied

information but it is not a n ece ssary prerequisite.
the case,

Cost/Benefit Analysis

the impact study would be analagous with
and

its associated criticisms.

the defin iti on of Prest and Turvey:
practical way of assessing
important

"Co st-Benefit analysis

is a

the desirabil it y of projects where it is

to take a long term v i e w (in the sense of

repercussions

Consider

looking at

in the further as well as the nearer future)

and a

wide v i e w (in the sense of allowing for side effects of ma n y kinds on
many persons,

industries etc)

i.e.

it implies

the enumeration and

e valuation of all relevant costs and benefits."

Consider also
the Roskill

the criticisms of Professor Self

exercise:

not only because of

"The cost-benefit figures are incredible,

the disparate basis of

because of the important items excluded.
consider such diverse

in relation to

items

the items

included but

It is not meaningful

in terms of costs

.......

to

think about

the intangibles."

Indeed h o w practical
in m o n eta ry

terms?

major reasons:

is it to assess

Co st-Benefit analysis

the impact of a project
seems

to fail for three
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3.2.4.
(cont)

1.

It fails

to consider

The analysis appears
ma rginal benefits

the distribut ion of costs and benefits.
to submerge

to very

these differences so that

large numbers of people may

obscure very significant disbenefits

to small

sectors

of communities.

2.

Effects,

excluded from cost-benefit analysis because they

defy m o n e t a ry evaluation,

tend to assume

lesser importance

and ma y not enter the decision mak i n g at all.

2.

Mon ey values may not accurately reflect
importance

R a the r

to the dec isi on maker.

than fall

impact study should
The P.A.D.C.

into these pitfalls of quantification,

identify

study envisages

the

itself with simple m ea su r eme nt factors.
that

the L.P.A.

of the scale and significance of potential
the impact

their relative

should make an analysis

change according

to whether

is likely to be:

(a)

beneficial and/or adverse

(b)

short

(c)

reversible and/or irreversible

(d)

local and/or strategic

This

simplicity is inherently attractive.

term and/or long

important to distinguish
The former relates

term

However

it is

the difference between scale and s i g n i f i c a n c e .

to impact m ea su r e me n t whereas

into the next stage of the p rocess-impact

the latter falls

interpretation.
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3.2.5.

Impact I nterpretation

This

involves

and m e asur ed

the attachment of significance

impact.

study whic h will

It is this evaluative

test

is,

stage in the impact

the relationship between the technical expert,

the elected representative and
of significance

to any identified

the affected public.

in its final form,

The evaluation

a political value judgement.

Careful cons ide rat ion must first be given to the degree of significance
meas ure d by

the professional.

It is impossible

degree of acceptable professional

to outline a specific

involvement for this will

largely

be a function of the everyday relationship betw een the planning
officer and his committee.

However the situation w here by evaluation

techniques m a y remove or appear
decision ma k e r either because
report

to remove the decision from the

the planning officer's r eco mmendation

to his committee ma y include

or because

the prese nta ti on ma y be so authoritative as

the d ecision m aker
avoided.

the value judgements of others

to q uestion its findings,

Wh ene ver o bjectivity ceases

tion and professional value judgement

should clearly be

to be the pre-eminent c o n s i d e r a 
takes

its place,

that a clear statement of this fact should accompany
report.

M o reov er

it is essential

the submitted

it is the purpose of the impact study to

facilitate choice not
evaluative stage

to inhibit

to make

is w h ethe r

it.

The second cons ide rat io n in this

the value judgements of both professionals

and elected representatives adequately cover the values of all
interested parties affected by the final choice.
quality involves man y value
resource planning
Is this reactive

the public

laden opinions and

this

Environmental
is why

in

traditionally play a reactive role.

involvement role sufficient or is there a need for
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3.2.5.
(cont)

mo re positive p art ici pat ion by the public?
p arti cip ati on could be envisaged

One method of positive

in the use of Impact Tables and

Prefer enc e Sets.

The

Impact Table would

identify the predicted

changes along with

their mag nit ude and incidence.

The Preference

Set would be based on previously articulated public priorities.

It is my belief
proposal,

that a sufficiently rigorous analysis of the

safeguarded by the present reactive

involvement afforded

to the public should adequately relect environmental values.
positive partici pa tor y measures are not customary
control

system and ma y result

More

to the development

in both a lengthening of the decision

m ak in g process and a further undermining of

the role of the elected

r e p re s e n t a t i v e .

Given these considerations,

there appear

of evaluation techniques wh ich the L.P.A.
findings

1.

to be four major categories

may use

to present

its

to the elected representatives:

Direct Display T e c h n i q u e s :

These present

information with a

m in i m u m of aggre ga tio n and evaluative prescreening.
best related

They are

to evaluation by m ulti ple reviewers whose value

preferences m a y differ.

2.

Constraint s e t t i n g :
and criteria
balanced.
interes t s .

This

to reduce

technique uses established

the number of trade offs

standards

that must be

It requires a certain level of agreement of conflicting
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3.2.5.
(cont)

3.

Ra nking P r o c e d u r e s :

A ranked list of priorities

wh ic h an order of importance
under consideration.
elected me mbers and

is one in

is arrived at for the factors

Such a di saggregate

list would al lo w

the general public to examine and,

if necessary,

qu estion the priorities derived by the L.P.A.

4.

Wei ght ing P r o c e d u r e s :

Such procedures ascribe numerical values

of relative

to any ranking

importance

to create weighted

factors.

Weig hti ng demands agreement on social aims and on the value
system to be used in assessing
in achieving

those aims.

the effects of a given action

However

the whole q ue stion of c o n t r o

versy focuses around such differences
M o reo ver

the single numerical

procedures,

rather

issues, tends
such a way
The

score

than revealing

to hide

them beneath

in value systems.

inherent

in the we ighting

trade-offs and decision
layers of value judgements

that objective and informed review is made

in

impossible.

inflexible yes/no situation inhibits both memb er and public

discussion.

What eve r evaluation me thod

is adopted by the L.P.A.

include value judgements and because of this,
be preferred

to more elaborate ones.

The

it will

simple methods

should

latter may hide or disguise

value judgements as facts and thus rigorous assessment would not
au tom atically
very easily

lead to rational planning;

numerate quackery could

lead to the acceptance of harmful proposals.

for this reason of simplicity

It is

that ranking procedures offer perhaps

the greatest degree of attractiveness.
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3.2.6.

Impact Commun ica tio n to Information Users

The Impact Study must
where possible

include a level of detail

sufficient

to make scientific judgement and also sufficiently

general

to be understood by officials and affected parties.

produce

technically accurate and comprehensive

can provide a basis for de cision making

To

information w hich

is not easy,

but if

information cannot be u nderstood by those who seek to analyse

the

project

then the impact study is not

likely to improve the capacity

to make

informed rational decisions.

As an information document

the impact study mus t also be a communicative document.
should avoid

the pitfall as outlined by Gilbert White:

It
"The Impact

Statement could become a n e w genre of scientific fiction that could
submerge bureaucr ati c decisions
paper."

in an avalanche of obfuscating

(Professional Geographer,

To avoid

1972)

this situation it would seem appropriate

as well as the full

impact study which w ould

of likely impacts wit h appended
consultations

No vember

etc.,

include a total description

technical reports,

a summary impact r e p o r t .

summaries of

It would be essential

that this summary should be succinct but at the same
sufficiently detailed
granting permission.

to show the full

to prepare

time

implications of refusing or

This summary should be more digestible

both the elected m e mb e r and the general public.

to
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3.2.7.

C onc lusion

To achieve
i.e.

its original goal as outlined

a c ommunicative

information document,

Impact Study has various problems
identification,

measurement,

of its preparation.
overcome,

in par.

3.2.2.

it can be seen that the

to overcome

in each of the

interpretation and communica ti on stages

The consequences of these problems not being

is put succinctly by R ichard Andrews:

"A good checklist ma y provide ma ny ideas about possible
that should be considered;

a good assessment procedure may

help define a p roblem and organise data
information needed for decisions
concerned

form the data base,

if

in such a wa y

is clarified.

sources are not consulted,

ma y not be considered;

But

that
if all

all evaluative factors

'seat of the pants'

the results will only have

and

impacts

judgements
'seat of the

pants'

validity;

if existing inventory data

rather

than studies of systematic relationships,

is used
none of the

techniques can provide any better forecasts of impacts and
effects

than intuitive judgements."

the
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Conclus i o n :

However attractive
mi sle a d in g

to conclude

it may seem,

it would be deliberately

this paper on a positive optimistic note.

The paper begins by identifying an area of need in the decision
making process.

It emphasizes

that

'muddling

through'

is a

sufficiently acceptable mode of dec ision ma kin g wh en the
is no mor e
depths of

than three feet deep,

but wh en that

'mud'

ranges between

three to ten feet some other m ethod for getting

is necessary.

'mud'

through

The method proposed is the Impact Study.

Such a study implies a rigorous and balanced assessment of all
likely direct and indirect impacts associated with a maj or development
proposal.

Its advantages

resources,
obtaining

a red uction in the delay often faced by the L.P.A.

local

taken to reach a final decision.

inquiry be held,

an Impact Study offers

for prior agreement be twe en the L.P.A.
issues,

in

information from the developer and subsequently an overall

reduction in the time
public

include a more efficient use of a L.P.A.'s

and

Should a

the opportunity

the developer on various

thereby focusing a tte ntion on the remaining unresolved

issues.

M oreo ve r

the Impact Study could also

lead to improved

strategic and local planning as information from individual
assessments
however,

is fed into the forward planning system.

the Impact Study should clarify

elected representative and the public.
Impact Study is an communicative
purpose
process.

Above all,

the picture for both

the

To reiterate once more an

information document whose overall

is to act as an objective aid

in the decision making
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G iv e n these advantages,
that

however,

it has been shown in Section 3

the proposed me tho d's road to i mplementation is not going

be an easy one.

There are various procedural and administrative

problems w h ic h must be overcome
de cision ma ki ng
difficult

to

if the goal of rational

is to be achieved.

to evaluate

In this respect,

informed

it is very

the future role of Impact Studies wi th any

degree of certainty and with out optimistic bias.

This paper began w it h problems,

offered a solution whi ch in

its turn promoted a n ew set of problems.
solved if the ne ces si ty
recognised.

The

latter can only be

to improve dec ision m aking

is fully

G iv e n the relatively primitive nature of existing

de ci sio n mak ing systems and the growing

importance of handling

increasing demands and scarcities,

it can only be hoped

re co gnition imminently infiltrates

the mi nds of those who hold

power and influence

to successfully

implement

that this
the

the Impact Study.

Approx (u*nteky
3o, o o o l-jci
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